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IRG N2309 IRG Working Set 2017 Version 2.0 

UTC Comments 
2018-08-22 

 
This document contains comments from the UTC, separated into the following three parts: 
 
Part 1: Comments by Dr. Ken Lunde (Adobe) 
Part 2: Comments by Eddie Li 
Part 3: Comments by Ming Fan 
 
Part 1: Comments by Dr. Ken Lunde (Adobe) 
 
The following are general comments: 
 
1) Change all instances of U+25AD7 ⺮ , U+2EAE ⺮ (there are only two: 01555 and 03290), and U+E836  (there is only one: 03271) 

in IDSes to U+7AF9 竹 
 
2) The following six Plane 3 (Extension G) code points, which are not stable, were detected in seven IDSes and are noted later in this 

review: U+3015B, U+306AE (now U+306B7), U+30837 (now U+3082C), U+308C6 (now U+308B3), U+309BB (now U+30991) & 
U+30C5C (now U+30C26) 

 
3) ROK-submitted characters inconsistently use Radical #140 in their representative glyphs, appearing with either three or four strokes 
 
Character-specific comments are provided in the following three named tables: 
 
1. Unifications 

rick
Text Box
L2/18-270
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2. Attributes 
3. Representative Glyph & Evidence Issues 
 
1. Unifications 
 

SN Image/Source SN/Code Image or Source Comment Type Comment 
02523 

 
GHC-00050 

02525 

 
UTC-03156 

Unification Unify with 02525 (UTC-03156) 

02525 

 
UTC-03156 

02523 

 
GHC-00050 

Unification Unify with 02523 (GHC-00050) 

02752 

 
V-F06D5 

U+24CF0 
𤳰 

 
(B) 

Unification Please explain why this is not unifiable with 

U+24CF0 𤳰, because they appear to be 

unifiable according to UCV #307 and the new 

unification rules 
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02766 

 
T13-386C 

U+75AB 

疫 

 

Unification Unify with U+75AB 疫 per UCV #220a, though 

all of the UCV examples are of disunifications 

 
02775 

 
T13-386F 

U+24DA3 
𤶣 

 
(B) 

Unification Unify with U+24DA3 𤶣 per UCV #220 (the 𠚤 

component is effectively the same as 勹) 

 

02777 

 
T13-3870 

02786 

 
T13-3871 

Unification Unify with 02786 (T13-3871) as minor stroke 

difference 

02786 

 
T13-3871 

02777 

 
T13-3870 

Unification Unify with 02777 (T13-3870) as minor stroke 

difference 
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02814 

 
V-F1D1E 

U+24F57 
𤽗 

 
(B) 

Unification Agree with Japan NB's Version 1.1 comment 

that this is unifiable with U+24F57 𤽗, but only 

if they are cognate 

02839 

 
T13-387D 

U+76C8 

盈 

 

Unification Unify with U+76C8 盈 according to new rules, if 

cognate 

02840 

 
T13-387E 

U+76C8 

盈 

 

Unification Unify with U+76C8 盈 according to new rules, if 

cognate 

02844 

 
T13-3922 

02845 

 
T13-3923 

Unification Unify with 02845 (T13-3923) according to new 

rules, if cognate 
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02845 

 
T13-3923 

02844 

 
T13-3922 

Unification Unify with 02844 (T13-3922) according to new 

rules, if cognate 

02846 

 
T13-3925 

U+6C33 

氳 & 

02847 

 

 
T13-3926 

Unification Unify with U+6C33 氳 and 02847 (T13-3926) 

according to new rules, if cognate 

02847 

 
T13-3926 

U+6C33 

氳 & 

02846 

 

 
T13-3925 

Unification Unify with U+6C33 氳 and 02846 (T13-3925) 

according to new rules, if cognate 
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02953 

 
UTC-03121 

IRG WS 

2015 

02834 

 
T13-2F45 

Unification Unify with IRG Working Set 2015 02834 (T13-

2F45) 

02963 

 
UK-10630 

U+25453 
𥑓 

 
(B) 

Unification Agree with Japan NB's Version 1.1 comment to 

unify with U+25453 𥑓 

03001 

 
T13-3952 

03020 

 
T13-3955 

Unification Unify with 03020 (T13-3955) according to new 

rules, if cognate 

03020 

 
T13-3955 

03001 

 
T13-3952 

Unification Unify with 03001 (T13-3952) according to new 

rules, if cognate 
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03247 

 
T13-3A6B 

U+25A53 
𥩓 

 
(B) 

Unification Unify with U+25A53 𥩓 per UCV #303 and 

according to new rules, if cognate 

 

03252 

 
V-F1C91 

U+25A90 
𥪐 

 
(B) 

Unification Agree with Japan NB's Version 1.1 comment to 

unify with U+25A90 𥪐 

03283 

 
UK-10017 

03293 

 
GKJ-00028 

Unification Unify with 03293 (GKJ-00028) 

03293 

 
GKJ-00028 

03283 

 
UK-10017 

Unification Unify with 03283 (UK-10017) 
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03356 

 
T13-3A7A 

U+6C23 

氣 & 

03360 

 

 
T13-3A78 

Unification Unify with U+6C23 氣 and 03360 (T13-3A78) 

according to new rules, if cognate 

03360 

 
T13-3A78 

U+6C23 

氣 & 

03356 

 

 
T13-3A7A 

Unification Unify with U+6C23 氣 and 03356 (T13-3A7A) 

according to new rules, if cognate 
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03456 

 
USAT06262 

U+261D5 
𦇕 

 
(B) 

Unification Unify with U+261D5 𦇕, if cognate 

03667 

 
V-F0830 

U+2E3A6 

 

 
(F) 

Unification Unify with U+2E3A6  

 
2. Attributes 
 

SN Image/Source Comment Type Comment 
02515 

 
V-F1DDD 

RS Change RS from 94.6 to 94.7 
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02531 

 
V-F0E46 

RS Change RS from 94.8 to 94.7 

02537 

 
V-F0907 

RS Change RS from 94.9 to 94.10 

02581 

 
V-F0911 

RS Change RS from 94.20 to 94.21 

02582 

 
V-F1A1C 

RS Change RS from 94.22 to 94.21 

02597 

 
T13-382E 

RS Change RS from 96.6 to 96.7 
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02620 

 
GDM-00217 

RS Change RS from 96.9 to 96.10 

02799 

 
GKJ-00008 

RS Change RS from 104.15 to 104.16 

02818 

 
T13-387A 

RS Consider changing the indexing radical, perhaps to #50 巾 (RS 

= 50.15) 

03137 

 
UK-10858 

RS Change RS from 115.7 to 115.8 

03688 

 
T13-3B56 

RS Change RS from 140.7 to 46.7 
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02515 

 
V-F1DDD 

TS Change TS from 9 to 10 

02521 

 
T13-376B 

TS Change TS from 9 to 10 

02537 

 
V-F0907 

TS Change TS from 12 to 13 

02597 

 
T13-382E 

TS Change TS from 10 to 11 

02799 

 
GKJ-00008 

TS Change TS from 20 to 21 
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03325 

 
V-F15F5 

T/S Flag The T/S flag should be set to 1 

03420 

 
V-F1DE5 

T/S Flag In addition to Eiso's Version 1.1 comment about changing the 

radical from 120 to 120.1, the T/S flag should be set to 1 

01954 

 
T13-3326 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰氵  to ⿰氵⿱䒑少 (Note to TCA: The 

IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, 

U+30C5C, because it is not stable, and did change) 

02127 

 
T13-3564 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰氵⿱ ⿱丶𥐘 to ⿰氵⿱⿹勹八⿱丶𥐘 

(Note to TCA: The IDS should not reference a Plane 3 

[Extension G] code point, U+3015B, because it is not stable) 

02512 

 
KC-07819 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰犭⿱匕匕 to ⿰犭  (U+2B9C7  is in 

Extension E) 
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02523 

 
GHC-00050 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳𦣻冖犬 to ⿱&H8-01;犬 

02567 

 
T13-377B 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰犭⿳&D4-04;隹乂 to ⿰犭⿳&D4-04;⿱𠂊
⿷匚十乂 

02572 

 
T13-3823 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰犭⿳卝厸隻 to ⿰犭⿱卝⿳厸⿻匚十乂 

02574 

 
T13-3825 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰嘼犮 to ⿰⿱㽞古犮 

02575 

 
T13-3826 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰犭⿱𠔍&Z7-01; to ⿰犭⿳小⿴𠀃十⿲丿

⿰三丨⿰三丨 
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02576 

 
T13-3827 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰⿸&H6-10;⿱中肖犮 to ⿰⿸&H6-10;⿱⿻

中丷⿵冂干犮 

02578 

 
T13-3828 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰犭⿳亠吅隻 to ⿰犭⿳亠吅⿳𠂊⿷匚⿻二

丨乂 

02612 

 
GXM-00048 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰王⿲丿米丨 to ⿰王𫂱 (Note to Henry: 

U+248E9 ⺩ is not used in the IDS database) 

02619 

 
T13-3838 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱玨⿴八久 to ⿱玨⿵八⿰𠂊乚 

02621 

 
T13-3837 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰王𧆞 to ⿰王 ⿸⿻⿱⺂丿王巾 
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02654 

 
T13-3848 

IDS The IDS still needs to be updated from ⿰王𪪺 to ⿰王  in 

the attributes file per TCA's Version 1.1 comment 

02669 

 
T13-384F 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰王窴 to ⿰王⿱穴⿻𦣻&H3-04; 

02674 

 
KC-08362 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰王節 to ⿰王⿱竹卽 

02680 

 
T13-3855 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰⺩⿱&H6-05; to ⿰⺩⿱&H6-05;⿱隹乂 

02710 

 
UK-10406 

IDS Use 〾甩 as the IDS 
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02729 

 
KC-07555 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳十田云 to ⿱𤰔云 

02738 

 
T13-3865 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱龸  to ⿱龸⿱一田 (Note to TCA: The 

IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, 

U+308C6, because it is not stable, and did change) 

02745 

 
T13-3868 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰男卑 to ⿰男⿱丿𤰞 

02747 

 
T13-3869 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰田⿱⻙口 to ⿰田⿳士⿻𠀄⿱𠃍一口 

02779 

 
GKJ-00007 

IDS Change IDS from ⿸疒⿱虍也 to ⿸疒⿸虍也 
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02799 

 
GKJ-00008 

IDS Change IDS from ⿸疒⿱𤞣手 to ⿸疒𢵤 (the representative 

glyph and evidence seem to include 猒, not 𤞣) 

02804 

 
T13-3875 

IDS Change IDS from ⿸癗皿 to ⿸疒⿱雷皿 

02818 

 
T13-387A 

IDS Change IDS from ⿺⿳𣄼卄人帚 to ⿺⿳𣄼⺾ 帚 (one of the 

changed components is Extension F U+2CF02 ) 

02894 

 
T13-3936 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰目⿱十來 to ⿰目⿻一來 

02904 

 
T13-3937 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰目⿱⿻北了𠮛 to ⿰目⿱⿶北了𠮛 
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02905 

 
T13-3938 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰目⿱土㘳 to ⿰目⿳土北圡 

02971 

 
T13-394B 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰石  to ⿰石⿸己工 (Note to TCA: The 

IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, 

U+306AE, because it is not stable, and did change) 

02992 

 
USAT09224 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰石&SAT-P08A; to ⿰石⿱从  

03007 

 
T13-3951 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰石  to ⿰石⿳宀一𡖅 

03025 

 
T13-3957 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰石⿱⻀豕 to ⿰石⿱⺾豕 (Note to TCA: 

U+2EC0 ⻀ is not used in the IDS database) 
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03042 

 
T13-395B 

IDS Change IDS from ⿶𥓙𢎚 to ⿱⿲木𢎚木⿵大石 

03046 

 
T13-395C 

IDS Change IDS from ⿲石⿱土⿻口大&D7-04; to ⿲石⿱土⿻口

大⿱丷𤴓 (Note to TCA: CJK Component D7-04 in IRG 

N2231R Appendix 4 does not seem to be necessary as it is 

easily represented with 丷𤴓) 

03060 

 
T13-3961 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰礻  to ⿰礻⿱𠂉夫 (Note to TCA: The 

IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, 

U+309BB, because it is not stable, and did change) 

03066 

 
T13-3969 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰示⿻圭丶 to ⿰示⿱土𡈽 
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03098 

 
T13-3977 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰示⿳土𠃬口 to ⿰示⿳土⿱⿹⿱𠃍一匚口 

03106 

 
T13-397E 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰示⿸虍𪵨 to ⿰示⿸虍⿱厶氺 

03115 

 
T13-3A24 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰礻⿱面豆 to ⿰礻⿱面⿱口䒑 

03116 

 
T13-3A25 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰礻⿳士𠃬口 to ⿰礻⿳士⿱⿹𠃍工⿷匚⿷
匚丨口 

03118 

 
T13-3A26 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰礻⿱⿴𦥑&s2-01; to ⿰礻⿱⿴𦥑⿰丨丨

豆 
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03120 

 
T13-3A28 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱令禸 to ⿱令⿵冂厶 

03121 

 
T13-3A29 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳𠆳𠚍禸 to ⿳𠆳𠚍⿵冂厶 

03136 

 
T13-3A2E 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰禾⿱二用 to ⿰禾⿱二  

03143 

 
T13-3A31 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰禾⿱爫井 to ⿰禾⿱⿱一⺌井 

03151 

 
T13-3A34 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱𥝛𣄼 to ⿱⿰禾犬𣄼 
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03169 

 
T13-3A3E 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰禾⿱山？ to ⿰禾⿱山⿰⿱二⿲丶丶丶？ 

03184 

 
T13-3A49 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰禾⿱止⿵⿻戊一丑 to ⿰禾⿱止⿻一⿵戊

丑 

03189 

 
T13-3A4A 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰⿳禾丑毋⿱出？ to ⿰⿳禾丑毋⿱出⿰丿

⿴⺋  

03219 

 
T13-3A54 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱穴⿰丬⿱彐又 to ⿱穴⿰⿹丩一⿱彐又 

03225 

 
T13-3A56 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱穴  to ⿱穴⿰牛未 (Note to TCA: The 

IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, 

U+30837, because it is not stable, and did change) 
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03233 

 
T13-3A60 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱穴𢬶 to ⿱穴⿰扌⿳彐冖丈 

03234 

 
T13-3A5E 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱穴⿰牜𠬶 to ⿱穴⿰牛⿳彐冖丈 

03244 

 
T13-3A67 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱穴⿰米𥜽 to ⿱穴⿰米⿳⺊𠔿禸 

03245 

 
T13-3A68 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱穴⿰耒𥜽 to ⿱穴⿰耒⿳⺊𠔿冋 

03246 

 
T13-3A69 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳穴廿⿰米𥜽 to ⿳穴廿⿰米⿳⺊𠔿禸 
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03267 

 
T13-3A73 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱竹𠙷 to ⿱竹⿻一山 

03271 

 
GZ-1962404 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱ 叫 to ⿱竹叫 (Note to China: U+E836 

 should not be used in IDSes) 

03283 

 
UK-10017 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰竹劳 to ⿱竹劳 (Note to Eiso: U+25AD7 

⺮ is not used in the IDS database) 

03341 

 
KC-07602 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱竹⿻干⿰言言 to ⿱竹⿶⿰言言干 

03349 

 
T13-3A77 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱⿶凵米戋 to ⿱⿶凵米⿻ 一 
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03363 

 
UK-10525 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱？米 to ⿱亦米 

03388 

 
USAT08505 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱&SAT-S10A;米 to ⿳日共米 

03394 

 
T13-3B23 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱康米 to ⿸康米 

03410 

 
T13-3B2A 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳亠⿱吅囬米 to ⿳⿱亠吅囬米 

03431 

 
USAT06761 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰糸&SAT-P08A; to ⿰糸⿱从  
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03437 

 
T13-3B2D 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱彑⿰米糸 to ⿱⿱𠚤一⿰米糸 

03452 

 
T13-3B2F 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱彑⿰类系 to ⿱⿱𠚤一⿰类系 

03508 

 
T13-3B34 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳冈皿万 to ⿳冈皿勹 

03526 

 
T13-3B37 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰⿱合羊尺 to ⿰⿱合羊⿱⺂⿰丿𡿨 

03530 

 
T13-3B3A 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳亡罒⿰𦍤  to ⿳亡罒⿰𦍤⿵凢二 
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03532 

 
T13-3B3B 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱&Z6-01;𠘲 to ⿱⿰彐彐𠘲 

03536 

 
T13-3B3C 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳&Z6-01;𡗓山 to ⿳⿰彐彐𡗓山 

03541 

 
T13-3B3D 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳&Z6-01;一朋 to ⿳⿰彐彐一朋 

03553 

 
T13-3B3F 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱耂⿺∟&S5-06; to ⿱耂⿺𠃊&S5-06; 

(Note to TCA: U+221F ∟ RIGHT ANGLE should not be used 

in IDSes when U+200CA 𠃊 is available) 

03556 

 
T13-3B41 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳耂𢑑口 to ⿳耂⿱彐⿷匚一口 
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03559 

 
USAT08811 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱？而 to ⿱⿸戶一而 

03577 

 
T13-3B46 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰𠕎𠬝 to ⿰𠕎⿸卩𡿨 

03591 

 
KC-08116 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰月⿵戊臣 to ⿰月  (U+2E34F  is in 

Extension F) 

03608 

 
V-F04C4 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰膏馬 to ⿰ 馬 (U+2E314  is in 

Extension F) 

03610 

 
USAT05622 

IDS Change IDS from &SAT-S06A; to ⿰丿臣 
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03618 

 
T13-3B4A 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱⿻𦥔𠔼⿻冂女 to ⿱⿻𦥔𠔼⿲丨女亅 

03619 

 
T13-3B49 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰ &P8-05; to ⿰⿱丿⿻一氺&P8-05; 

03639 

 
T13-3B4E 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱将舟 to ⿱将⿻凢十 

03657 

 
T13-3B54 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱龷⿲丨丿人 to ⿱龷⿲丿丨人 

03677 

 
V-F085B 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳䒑化十 to ⿱䒑华 
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03681 

 
GXM-00005 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳艹冖中 to ⿱𫇦中 (agree with Eiso's 

Version 1.1 comment) 

03682 

 
GXM-00284 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳艹冖⻅ to ⿱𫇦⻅ (agree with Eiso's 

Version 1.1 comment) 

03683 

 
GXM-00346 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳艹冖圡 to ⿱𫇦圡 (agree with Eiso's 

Version 1.1 comment) 

03686 

 
USAT06146 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱芀⿳一刀一 to ⿱艹⿳刀 一 (U+2CEB3 

 is in Extension F) 

03688 

 
T13-3B56 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱共⿶山丨 to ⿱共⿶凵⿰丨丨 
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03691 

 
T13-3B57 

IDS Change IDS from ⿻首人 to ⿻⿱䒑目人 

03704 

 
USAT05140 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱艹&SAT-S07A; to ⿱艹⿰丨臣 

03712 

 
T13-3B5C 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱㐀𠛧 to ⿱艹⿱一𠛧 

03715 

 
T13-3B5B 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳⻀罒歹 to ⿳艹罒⿱一⿰人丿 (Note to 

TCA: U+2EC0 ⻀ is not used in the IDS database) 

03718 

 
GXM-00288 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱苞心 to ⿱艹  (U+2BE7E  is in 

Extension E) 
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03720 

 
KC-07635 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳艹旬子 to ⿱艹㝁 

03729 

 
T13-3B5D 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱𦬵米 to ⿱艹⿱廿米 

03730 

 
T13-3B5F 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳⻀⿻北𠮛一 to ⿱艹⿱⿻北𠮛一 (Note to 

TCA: U+2EC0 ⻀ is not used in the IDS database) 

03733 

 
GKJ-00001  

IDS Change IDS from ⿱艹⿱⿴口卄心 to ⿱艹⿱𡆪心 

03742 

 
UK-10052 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱𦮘皿 to ⿱艹⿳乃 皿 
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03743 

 
UK-10104 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳艹⿻⿱尸尸丨廾 to ⿱艹⿱⿻⿱尸尸丨廾 

03750 

 
T13-3B61 

IDS Change IDS from ⿴𦬅⿱去&D3-01; to ⿱艹⿴囗⿱去&D3-01; 

03751 

 
T13-3B62 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱⻀𡈂 to ⿱艹𡈂 (Note to TCA: U+2EC0 ⻀ 

is not used in the IDS database) 

03759 

 
USAT06062 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱龷&SAT-P09A; to ⿱艹⿳一八𥃦 

03764 

 
T13-3B63 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱菆从 to ⿱艹⿱⿸耳𡿨从 
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03799 

 
T13-3B68 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳艹 𠔃 to ⿱艹⿱⿰阝𨐌𠔃 

03800 

 
T13-3B6A 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱&S11-01;⿰爿未 to ⿱艹⿳罒冖⿰爿未 

03805 

 
UK-10173 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱艹㣈 to ⿱艹⿰⿳彑𠂊巾⿳彑𠂊巾 

03811 

 
T13-3B6C 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰⿱芯隹𠬝 to ⿰⿱芯隹⿸尸𡿨 

03815 

 
V-F1B17 

IDS Change IDS from ⿱艹𣙺 to ⿱䒑𣙺 (agree with Eiso's Version 

1.1 comment) 
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03817 

 
T13-3B6D 

IDS Change IDS from ⿳䒑⿲止⿱自&S2-01;巳夂 to ⿱䒑⿱⿲止

⿱自⿰丨丨巳夂 

03939 

 
T13-3B75 

IDS Change IDS from ⿰衤  to ⿰衤⿱𠂉夫 (Note to TCA: The 

IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, 

U+309BB, because it is not stable, and did change) 

 
3. Representative Glyph & Evidence Issues 
 

SN Image/Source Comment Type Comment 
02555 

 
T13-3774 

Conventions The lower-right component matches the evidence, but does not match 

regional conventions 

02788 

 
T13-3872 

Conventions The 月 component matches the evidence, but does not match regional 

conventions 
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02796 

 
T13-3873 

Conventions The 月 component matches the evidence, but does not match regional 

conventions 

03340 

 
T13-3A76 

Conventions The upper-right component of the 奬 component does not follow regional 

conventions 

03641 

 
T13-3B51 

Conventions The 羽 component does not match regional conventions 
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04330 

 
T13-3C48 

Conventions The shape of the 辶 component does not match regional conventions, and 

the evidence is simply in a different style than the style used for the 

representative glyphs of the code charts (like the three in Extension E 

[U+2CA66 , U+2CA6A  & U+2CA6E ] and the four in IRG Working 

Set 2015 [04265/T13-3131, 04296/T13-313B, 04292/T13-313A & 

04298/T13-313D]); some of the IRG Working Set 2015 evidence, 

particularly for 04292/T13-313A (see page 469 of IRG N2128) and 

04298/T13-313D (see page 472 of IRG N2128), show several 

existing/encoded ideographs that have this same 辶 style that is in a 

different style; evidence for 04292/T13-313A (page 469 of IRG N2128) 

shown below 
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04340 

 
T13-3C4C 

Conventions The shape of the 辶 component does not match regional conventions, and 

the evidence is simply in a different style than the style used for the 

representative glyphs of the code charts (like the three in Extension E 

[U+2CA66 , U+2CA6A  & U+2CA6E ] and the four in IRG Working 

Set 2015 [04265/T13-3131, 04296/T13-313B, 04292/T13-313A & 

04298/T13-313D]); some of the IRG Working Set 2015 evidence, 

particularly for 04292/T13-313A (see page 469 of IRG N2128) and 

04298/T13-313D (see page 472 of IRG N2128), show several 

existing/encoded ideographs that have this same 辶 style that is in a 

different style; evidence for 04298/T13-313D (page 472 of IRG N2128) 

shown below 
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04343 

 
T13-3C4E 

Conventions The shape of the 辶 component does not match regional conventions, and 

the evidence is simply in a different style than the style used for the 

representative glyphs of the code charts (like the three in Extension E 

[U+2CA66 , U+2CA6A  & U+2CA6E ] and the four in IRG Working 

Set 2015 [04265/T13-3131, 04296/T13-313B, 04292/T13-313A & 

04298/T13-313D]); some of the IRG Working Set 2015 evidence, 

particularly for 04292/T13-313A (see page 469 of IRG N2128) and 

04298/T13-313D (see page 472 of IRG N2128), show several 

existing/encoded ideographs that have this same 辶 style that is in a 

different style 

04358 

 
T13-3C51 

Conventions The shape of the 辶 component does not match regional conventions, and 

the evidence is simply in a different style than the style used for the 

representative glyphs of the code charts (like the three in Extension E 

[U+2CA66 , U+2CA6A  & U+2CA6E ] and the four in IRG Working 

Set 2015 [04265/T13-3131, 04296/T13-313B, 04292/T13-313A & 

04298/T13-313D]); some of the IRG Working Set 2015 evidence, 

particularly for 04292/T13-313A (see page 469 of IRG N2128) and 

04298/T13-313D (see page 472 of IRG N2128), show several 

existing/encoded ideographs that have this same 辶 style that is in a 

different style 
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02679 

 
KC-07297 

Evidence Please provide clearer or additional evidence 

 
02683 

 
KC-07301 

Evidence Please provide clearer or additional evidence 
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02705 

 
USAT05677 

Evidence Please provide clearer or additional evidence 

 
02848 

 
T13-3924 

Evidence Please provide clearer or additional evidence 

 
02935 

 
T13-3946 

Evidence Please provide clearer or additional evidence 

 

03132 

 
UK-10323 

Evidence Please provide clearer or additional evidence 
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03323 

 
UK-10869 

Evidence Please provide clearer or additional evidence 

 

03332 

 
T13-3A75 

Evidence Please provide clearer or additional evidence 

 

03622 

 
T13-3B4B 

Evidence Please provide clearer or additional evidence 

 

03623 

 
T13-3B4C 

Evidence Please provide clearer or additional evidence 
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03679 

 
GDM-00140 

Evidence Please provide clearer or additional evidence 

 
03770 

 
UK-10900 

Evidence Please provide clearer or additional evidence 

 

02544 

 
T13-3771 

Glyph Representative glyph does not match evidence, whose right component 

looks like 𧥾; if agree, change IDS from ⿰犭⿱亠⿹戈𠮛 to ⿰犭𧥾, RS 

from 94.10 to 94.11, and TS from 13 to 14 
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02565 

 
T13-377A 

Glyph IDS, evidence, and representative glyph do not match; evidence looks like 

⿰犭⿱崔乂 

 
02577 

 
KC-07534 

Glyph The evidence includes an additional vertical stroke 
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02602 

 
KC-07287 

Glyph Agree with Eiso's Version 1.1 comment in that this looks like two separate 

characters (五 and 呈) 

 
02642 

 
T13-3843 

Glyph Based on 02644 (T13-3842), the representative glyph may be missing a 

stroke, and its IDS changed from ⿰玉⿻𢆶⿹ 夕 to ⿰玉⿻𢆶⿹弋夕 
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02647 

 
KC-07542 

Glyph The representative glyph does not match the evidence (extra stroke) 

 
02663 

 
KC-07544 

Glyph The upper-right component might be 彐, meaning that the right side should 

be 彚, not 彙; If so, change representative glyph, and change IDS from ⿰王

彙 to ⿰王彚�

 
02674 

 
KC-08362 

Glyph The bottom-center component looks like 匸, not 匕, in the evidence 
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02677 

 
T13-3856 

Glyph The bottom-right component looks like 史 in the evidence 

 
02726 

 
T13-385E 

Glyph The enclosed component at the bottom looks like 匸, not 匕, in the 

evidence 

 
02740 

 
T13-3866 

Glyph Could the shape actually be ⿱田⿱爫&H3-04;? If so, change representative 

glyph, and change IDS from ⿳田一兴 to ⿱田⿱爫&H3-04; 

 
02759 

 
T13-386B 

Glyph The circled glyph in the evidence looks like U+75A0 疠 (the one at the top 

of the line clearly has ⿱一力 as the enclosed element) 
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03068 

 
T13-3966 

Glyph The 二 component looks like ⺀ in the evidence? If so, change 

representative glyph, and change IDS from ⿰示⿷电二 to ⿰示⿷电⺀ 

 
03086 

 
T13-3971 

Glyph Is lower-left component 天 or 大? 

 
03090 

 
UK-10284 

Glyph Is lower-right component 大 or 犬? 
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03091 

 
T13-3970 

Glyph The upper-right component 水 appears to be missing a hook at the bottom 

of its vertical stroke 

 
03216 

 
T13-3A55 

Glyph Why not normalize bottom component as 禹? 

 
03217 

 
KC-07594 

Glyph Agree with Eiso's Version 1.1 comment in that the lower-left component 

does not match the evidence nor ROK's conventions 

 
03264 

 
GZ-0832501 

Glyph Please redesign the 才 component so that its horizontal stroke is wider 
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03369 

 
KC-08105 

Glyph The lower-right component looks like 𡈽 in the evidence; If so, change 

representative glyph, change IDS from ⿰米⿱少土 to ⿰米⿱少𡈽, change 

RS from 119.7 to 119.8, and change TS from 13 to 14 

 
03371 

 
T13-3A7C 

Glyph The third through sixth strokes look like ⺣ in the evidence; If so, change 

representative glyph, and change IDS from ⿱亦𥸦 to ⿳亠灬𥸦 

 
03394 

 
T13-3B23 

Glyph Adjust the representative glyph to match the evidence 
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03400 

 
T13-3B26 

Glyph The third through fifth strokes look like &D3-01; in the evidence; If so, 

change representative glyph, and change IDS from ⿳⿱亠小囬米 to ⿳⿱亠

&D3-01;囬米 

 
03529 

 
V-F1AE1 

Glyph There is a discrepancy between the representative glyph and evidence with 

regard to 冝 versus 宜; If so, change representative glyph, change IDS from 

⿰美叠 to ⿰美⿱叒宜, change RS from 123.16 to 123.17, and change TS 

from 22 to 23 
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03652 

 
V-F0765 

Glyph Agree with Eiso's Version 1.1 comment about the first four strokes needing 

to be redesigned to match the evidence 

 
03755 

 
GXM-00008 

Glyph The evidence suggests that the representative glyph should be ⿱艹⿱佳口 

 
03790 

 
T13-3B67 

Glyph The glyph in the evidence looks like ⿳共土取 
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03830 

 
GZ-0702301 

Glyph The evidence suggests that the representative glyph should be ⿰⿳艹佳灬

着 

 
04291 

 
T13-3C3C 

Glyph The 辶 component includes an extra dot-like stroke 

04301 

 
T13-3C41 

Glyph The 辶 component includes an extra dot-like stroke 

04322 

 
T13-3C47 

Glyph The 辶 component includes an extra dot-like stroke 
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Part 2: Comments by Eddie Li 
 
00081 (V-F0018): Change RS from 7.8 to 62.6 

 
 

00085 (V-F1A0A): Change RS from 7.12 to 62.10 

 
 

00091 (UK-10094): Unify with U+2CD23 	(Extension	E)	

 
 

00099 (V-F0022): Change FS from 4 to 3 

 
 

00186 (V-F1D99): The representative glyph does not match the evidence  
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00189 (V-F0832): Change IDS from ⿱⿲冫白𡿨冗 to ⿱⿲冫白𡿨⿱冖儿 

 
 

00191 (V-F0833): Change IDS from ⿱⿲扌白匕冗 to ⿱⿴北白冖儿 

 
 

00484 (V-F1D68): The representative glyph des not match the evidence 

 
 

00819 (KC-08339): The evidence is unclear 
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00865 (KC-07789): The representative glyph des not match the evidence 

 
 

00959 (GXM-00055): Change IDS from ⿰孑展 to ⿰子展 

 
 

01397 (V-F1DD3): The representative glyph des not match the evidence 
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Part 3: Comments by Ming Fan 
 
As this review will demonstrate, there are many corrupt ideographs in the Tripiṭaka. Many of them are transcription errors in early 

editions (which propagate to later editions/revisions) or among different later editions. Since there are so many editorial errors in the 

Tripiṭaka, I recommend that it should not be treated as an authoritative source. Moreover, there are also many other SAT-submitted 

ideographs in WS2017 that cannot be found in any other old books or dictionaries. Therefore, if an ideograph appearing in the 

Tripiṭaka is unencoded, other evidence besides versions of the Tripiṭaka should be provided to prove that it is not simply a 

transcription error in the Tripiṭaka. In addition, further systematic and clear research outside the context of the Tripiṭaka is indeed 

crucial and indispensable to confirm the origin for such ideographs, and to ensure that they are not corrupt forms. 

 

I suggest that SAT withdraw all SAT-submitted ideographs in WS2017 in order to do further research to confirm their origins. 

Evidence only from Tripiṭaka should be deemed insufficient and therefore not reliable for them to be encoded. If such forms are still 

necessary, please consider registering a new IVD collection in lieu of encoding them. 
 
1. Unifications 
No. Target Ideograph Note 

00027 

 

U+567D 噽 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of the 

嚭’s 

variant噽, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

00051 U+4E56 乖 Unification: 
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Corrupt 

form of 乖. 

00087 

 

U+68C4 棄 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 棄, 

just 

missing a 

component 

八. 

00111 

 

U+2CF74  

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference 

00121 

 

U+5559 啙 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of ⿱
此厸, and 

厶 is 

unifiable to 

口. 

00126 

 

U+5071 偱 

 

Unification: 

Cognate, 

and minor 

stroke 

difference 
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00161 

 

U+50B2 傲 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 傲. 

00181 

 

U+377F 㝿 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of ⿺
兀皮, and 

兀 is 

unifiable to 

尢. 

00182 

 

U+20483 𠒃 

 
U+2048A 𠒊 

 

Unification: 

人 is the 

corrupt 

form of 厶, 

and 厶 is 

unifiable to 

口. 

00209 

 

U+2E307  

 

Unification: 

Difference

s in 

overshoot 

at the 

stroke 
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initiation. 

00211 

 

U+518F 冏 

 

Unification: 

The 

reading for 

this 

ideograph 

indicates 

that it’s 

the variant 

of 冏. If 

not 

unifiable, 

show more 

evidence. 

00214 

 

U+51A6 冦 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

寇’s 

variant 冦, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

00254 

 

U+20745 𠝅 

 

Unification: 

Difference

s in bent 

strokes & 
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overshoot 

at the 

stroke 

initiation & 

rotated 

strokes. 

00305 

 

U+5318 匘 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

腦’s 

variant 匘, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

03404 

 

U+25ECA 𥻊 

 

Unification: 

Difference

s in bent 

strokes & 

overshoot 

at the 

stroke 

initiation. 

00306 

 

03404 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

03404. And 
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U+25ECA 𥻊 

 

since 

03404 is 

unifiable to 

U+25ECA, 

00306 is 

also 

unifiable to 

U+25ECA. 

00312 

 

U+20974 𠥴 

 
The evidence corrupts too: 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 𠥴. 

00313 

 

U+20974 𠥴 

 

Unification: 

Same as 

00312, 

both are 

corrupt 

form of 𠥴. 

00322 

 

U+5B79 孹 Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

擘’s 
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variant 孹, 

and should 

not be 

encoded. 

00367 

 

U+20B58 𠭘 

 
Shuowen says this ideograph 从𣦼从井: 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 𠭘. 
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00378 U+20BC3 𠯃 Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 𠯃. 
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The evidence of this ideograph shows that ⿱日

USAT07270  is the corrupt form of 231aa(⿱日𠯃) , 

so USAT07270 is the corrupt form of 𠯃. 

00395 

 

U+20C17 𠰗 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 𠰗. 

Difference

s in 

rotated 

strokes & 

overshoot 

at the 

stroke 

initiation. 

00401 

 

U+20D43 𠵃 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 𠵃.  

00420 

 

U+54B5 咵 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 咵. 
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00476 

 

U+20E36 𠸶 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

喪’s 

variant 𠸶, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

00591 

 

U+2D2B5  

 

Unification: 

The right 

component 

is the 

corrupt 

form of 

黎’s 

variant 㴝, 

and should 

not be 

encoded. 

00744 

 

U+2136E 𡍮 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

垂’s 

variant 𡍮, 

and should 
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not be 

encoded. 

00996 

 

U+26958 𦥘 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

貶’s 

variant 𦥘, 

and should 

not be 

encoded. 

01015 

 

U+5388 厈 

 

Unification: 

Difference

s in bent 

strokes, 

corrupt 

form of 厈. 

01146 

 

U+5DF8 巸 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference. 

01175 

 

U+5E56 幖 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference, 

corrupt 
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form of 幖. 

01203 

 

U+81BA 膺 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference. 

01228 

 

U+38C7 㣇 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference 

& 

differences 

in bent 

strokes. 

01263 

 

U+5FEC 忬 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference 

& 

differences 

in folding 

back at the 

stroke 

termination

. 

01285 U+225FA 𢗺 Unification: 

Corrupt 
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form of 

鬯’s 

variant 𢗺, 

and should 

not be 

encoded. 

01293 

 

U+60B3 悳 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference. 

01359 

 

U+6160 慠 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 慠. 

01365 

 

U+61CD 懍 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference. 

01409 

 

U+629B 抛 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference 

& 

differences 

in 
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overshoot 

at the 

stroke 

initiation.  

01410 

 

U+634F 捏 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference. 

01425 

 

U+22BA4 𢮤 

 

Unication: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference. 

01466 

 

USAT06427 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference 

& bent 

stroke 

difference .  

01553 

 

GHZR-42174.09 

 

Unification: 

Difference

s in 

rotated 

strokes & 

Minor 
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stroke 

difference. 

01655 

 

U+2E316  

 

Unification: 

Difference

s in 

rotated 

strokes & 

minor 

stroke 

difference. 

01689 

 

U+6834 栴 

 

Unification: 

Difference 

in rotated 

strokes & 

folding 

back at the 

stroke 

termination

. 

01740 

 

U+68F1 棱 

 

Unification: 

Difference 

in bent 

strokes & 

minor 

stroke. 

01820 U+2DB5B  Unification: 
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Difference 

in rotated 

strokes & 

minor 

stroke. 

01835 

 

U+2DB7F  

 
The evidence shows that it’s 从歺丂: 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

transcripti

on of 朽’s 

variant 

㱙’s 

variant , 
should not 
be 
encoded. 

01843 U+3C7F 㱿 Unification: 

Minor 
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stroke 

difference. 

01861 

 

U+23BAE 𣮮 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference. 

01898 

 

U+6CB7 沷 

 

Unification: 

Difference

s in 

rotated 

strokes. 

02018 

 

U+6DF8 淸 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference. 

02047 

 

U+25EF3 𥻳 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference 

& 

differences 

in bent 

strokes. 

02061 U+23F85 𣾅 Unification: 
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Corrupt 

form of 

湔’s 

variant 𣾅, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

02160 

 

U+6FEC 濬 

 

Unification: 

Difference 

in rotated 

strokes & 

folding 

back at the 

stroke 

termination

. 

02179 

 

U+6F78 潸 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference. 

02223 

 

U+24117 𤄗 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

瀑’s 

variant 𤄗, 
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should not 

be 

encoded. 

02299 

 

U+70FE 烾 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

赤’s 

variant 烾, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

02357 

 

U+3DB3 㶳 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

燼’s 

variant 㶳, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

02364 

 

USAT06872 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

燖’s 

variant 
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燅’s 

variant 

USAT0687

2, should 

not be 

encoded. 

02385 

 

U+243D0 𤏐 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

爛’s 

variant 𤏐, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

02397 

 

U+71D6 燖 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference. 

02732 

 

U+24C4F 𤱏 

 

Unification: 

Difference

s in 

rotated 

strokes. 

02863 U+2D983  Unification: 

Minor 
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stroke 

difference 

& 

differences 

in 

overshoot 

at the 

stroke 

initiation. 

02866 

 

U+26643 𦙃 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

胥’s 

variant 𦙃, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

02890 

 

U+25206 𥈆 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

瞀’s 

variant 𥈆, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

02926 U+52D9 務 Unification: 
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Difference 

in rotated 

strokes & 

minor 

stroke 

difference. 

03333 

 

U+7C19 簙 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference 

& 

difference 

in rotated 

strokes. 

03342 

 

U+7C58 籘 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

藤’s 

variant 

籐’s 

variant 籘, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

03388 U+232B4 𣊴 Unification: 

Corrupt 
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form of 

暴’s 

variant 𣊴, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

03407 

 

U+42A4 䊤 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference. 

03498 

 

U+7F58 罘 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference. 

03590 

 

U+818F 膏 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference. 

03649 

 

U+26B06 𦬆 

 

Unification: 

Difference 

in rotated 

strokes. 

03678 U+2E3B1  Unification: 

Difference 

in 
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overshoot 

at the 

stroke 

initiation & 

folding 

back at the 

stroke 

termination

. 

03686 

 

U+26C6A 𦱪 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

芻’s 

variant 𦱪, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

03701 

 

U+7F9E 羞 

 

Unification: 

艹 and 䒑 

are 

unifiable, 

and 

difference 

in 

overshoot 

at the 
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stroke 

initiation. 

03777 

 

U+452B 䔫 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

蔬’s 

variant 䔫, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

03847 

 

U+8691 蚑 

 

Unification: 

Difference 

in 

overshoot 

at the 

stroke 

initiation & 

minor 

stroke. 

03949 

 

U+276D5 𧛕 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference. 

03976 U+277F6 𧟶 Unification: 

Corrupt 
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form of 

霸’s 

variant 𧟶, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

03992 

 

U+89DC 觜 

 

Unification: 

Cognate, 

should be 

unified. 

04029 

 

U+8B3F 謿 

 

Unfication: 

Corrupt 

form of 

嘲’s 

variant 謿, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

04035 

 

U+8B9F 讟 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference. 

04090 U+20F78 𠽸 Unification: 

Corrupt 
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form of 

囂’s 

variant 𠽸, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

04131 

 

U+8D91 趑 

 

Unification: 

Difference 

in rotated 

strokes & 

minor 

stroke. 

04182 

 

U+8E26 踦 

 

Unification: 

Difference 

in rotated 

strokes & 

minor 

stroke 

difference. 

04539 

 

U+2E91F  

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

鬥’s 

variant , 

should not 

be 
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encoded. 

04820 

 

U+29B9C 𩮜 

 

Unification: 

Corrupt 

form of 

剃’s 

variant 𩮜, 

should not 

be 

encoded. 

04905 

 

U+9D84 鶄 

 

Unification: 

Minor 

stroke 

difference. 

 

2. Further Corruption, should withdraw: 
00115 

 

U+5323 匣 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 匣. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

00241 U+5800 堀 Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 堀. 

If any 
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objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

00248 

 

U+5217 列 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 列. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

00364 

 

U+239BB 𣦻 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𣦻. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

00441 

 

U+55CC 嗌 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 嗌. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

00562 U+28926 𨤦 Withdraw: 
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Corrupt 

form of 𨤦. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

00601 

 

U+20ED8 𠻘 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𠻘. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

00835 

 

U+2136C 𡍬 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𡍬. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

00859 

 

U+7102 焂 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 焂. 

If any 

objection, 
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show more 

evidence. 

00868 

 

U+5E79 幹 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 幹. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

00984 

 

U+5BEE 寮 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 寮. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

00988 

 

U+7621 瘡 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 瘡. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

01131 U+85B0 薰 Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 薰. 
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If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

01194 

 

U+5EC5 廅 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 廅. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

01214 

 

U+51F4 凴 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 凴. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

01245 

 

U+3466 㑦 Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 㑦. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 
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01335 

 

U+61DE 懞 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 懞. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

01343 

 

U+2278E 𢞎 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𢞎. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

01394 

 

U+6785 枅 

 

Withdraw: 

Editorial 

error. May 

be corrupt 

transcripti
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on, and 

also 

misleads 

the later 

edition. 

01438 

 

U+62FC 拼 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 拼. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

01522 

 

U+22F38 𢼸 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𢼸. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

01546 

 

U+201A0 𠆠 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𠆠. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 
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01641 

 

U+66DB 曛 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 曛. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

01645 

 

U+274E2 𧓢 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𧓢. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

01721 

 

U+6840 桀 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 桀. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

01724 

 

U+681F 栟 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 栟. 

If any 

objection, 
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show more 

evidence. 

01754 

 

U+4D58 䵘 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 䵘. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

01808 

 

U+2387F 𣡿 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𣡿. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

01823 

 

U+6B84 殄 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 殄. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

01865 U+3CA5 㲥 Withdraw: 

Corrupt 
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form of 㲥. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

01960 

 

U+6CB1 沱 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 沱. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

02215 

 

U+6FEE 濮 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 濮. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

02216 

 

U+6E54 湔 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 湔. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 
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evidence. 

02219 

 

U+24002 𤀂 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𤀂. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

02284 

 

U+24217 𤈗 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𤈗. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

02444 

 

U+2451F 𤔟 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𤔟. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

02532 U+2AEC5 𪻅 Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𪻅. 

If any 
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objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

02757 

 

U+8E16 踖 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 踖. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

02780 

 

U+7617 瘗 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 瘗. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

02801 

 

U+24F20 𤼠 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𤼠. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

02992 U+7851 硑 Withdraw: 
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Corrupt 

form of 硑. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03141 

 

U+68B3 梳 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 梳. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03147 

 

U+7A3B 稻 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 稻. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03226 

 

U+7AAA 窪 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 窪. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 
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evidence. 

03273 

 

U+7BCB 篋 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 篋. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03276 

 

U+7B2B 笫 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 笫. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03408 

 

U+7CE0 糠 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 糠. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03431 U+7D63 絣 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 絣. 

If any 
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 objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03453 

 

U+26195 𦆕 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𦆕. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03517 

 

U+2632F 𦌯 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𦌯. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03534 

 

U+2640A 𦐊 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𦐊. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03571 U+8066 聦 Withdraw: 
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Corrupt 

form of 聦. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03572 

 

U+8087 肇 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 肇. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03603 

 

U+267A6 𦞦 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𦞦. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03627 

 

U+90CD 郍 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 郍. 

If any 

objection, 
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show more 

evidence. 

03704 

 

U+831D 茝 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 茝. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03719 

 

U+26CAE 𦲮 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𦲮. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03740 

 

U+25C20 𥰠 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𥰠. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03759 U+23992 𣦒 Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𣦒. 
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If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03793 

 

U+85B9 薹 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 薹. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03798 

 

U+85B0 薰 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 薰. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

03910 

 

U+27560 𧕠 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𧕠. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 
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03934 

 

U+887A 衺 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 衺. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04198 

 

U+281E0 𨇠 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𨇠. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04235 

 

U+2E733  

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of . 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04244 

 

U+8264 艤 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 艤. 

If any 
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objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04305 

 

U+8FF8 迸 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 迸. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04370 

 

U+2859C 𨖜 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𨖜. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04378 

 

U+28794 𨞔 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𨞔. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04397 U+29C38 𩰸 Withdraw: 

Corrupt 
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form of 𩰸. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04409 

 

U+4908 䤈 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 䤈. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04419 

 

U+4BD7 䯗 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 䯗. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04650 

 

U+9743 靃 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 靃. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 
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evidence. 

04671 

 

U+979A 鞚 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 鞚. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04691 

 

U+29452 𩑒 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𩑒. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04696 

 

U+2784E 𧡎 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𧡎. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04761 

 

U+984C 題 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 題. 

If any 
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objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04830 

 

U+9B1A 鬚 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 鬚. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04838 

 

U+4C21 䰡 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 䰡. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04852 

 

U+4C77 䱷 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 䱷. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04863 U+9C13 鰓 Withdraw: 
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Corrupt 

form of 鰓. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04944 

 

U+9E83 麃 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 麃. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04946 

 

U+2A2D4 𪋔 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 𪋔. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 

evidence. 

04949 

 

U+9EA5 麥 

 

Withdraw: 

Corrupt 

form of 麥. 

If any 

objection, 

show more 
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evidence. 
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This document contains comments from the UTC, separated into the following three parts:



Part 1: Comments by Dr. Ken Lunde (Adobe)

Part 2: Comments by Eddie Li

Part 3: Comments by Ming Fan



Part 1: Comments by Dr. Ken Lunde (Adobe)



The following are general comments:



1) Change all instances of U+25AD7 𥫗 , U+2EAE ⺮ (there are only two: 01555 and 03290), and U+E836  (there is only one: 03271) in IDSes to U+7AF9 竹



2) The following six Plane 3 (Extension G) code points, which are not stable, were detected in seven IDSes and are noted later in this review: U+3015B, U+306AE (now U+306B7), U+30837 (now U+3082C), U+308C6 (now U+308B3), U+309BB (now U+30991) & U+30C5C (now U+30C26)



3) ROK-submitted characters inconsistently use Radical #140 in their representative glyphs, appearing with either three or four strokes



Character-specific comments are provided in the following three named tables:



1. Unifications

2. Attributes

3. Representative Glyph & Evidence Issues



1. Unifications



		SN

		Image/Source

		SN/Code

		Image or Source

		Comment Type

		Comment



		02523

		[image: ]

GHC-00050

		02525

		[image: ]

UTC-03156

		Unification

		Unify with 02525 (UTC-03156)



		02525

		[image: ]

UTC-03156

		02523

		[image: ]

GHC-00050

		Unification

		Unify with 02523 (GHC-00050)



		02752

		[image: ]

V-F06D5

		U+24CF0 𤳰

		[image: ]

(B)

		Unification

		Please explain why this is not unifiable with U+24CF0 𤳰, because they appear to be unifiable according to UCV #307 and the new unification rules

[image: ]



		02766

		[image: ]

T13-386C

		U+75AB 疫

		[image: ]

		Unification

		Unify with U+75AB 疫 per UCV #220a, though all of the UCV examples are of disunifications

[image: ]



		02775

		[image: ]

T13-386F

		U+24DA3 𤶣

		[image: ]

(B)

		Unification

		Unify with U+24DA3 𤶣 per UCV #220 (the 𠚤 component is effectively the same as 勹)

[image: ]



		02777

		[image: ]

T13-3870

		02786

		[image: ]

T13-3871

		Unification

		Unify with 02786 (T13-3871) as minor stroke difference



		02786

		[image: ]

T13-3871

		02777

		[image: ]

T13-3870

		Unification

		Unify with 02777 (T13-3870) as minor stroke difference



		02814

		[image: ]

V-F1D1E

		U+24F57 𤽗

		[image: ]

(B)

		Unification

		Agree with Japan NB's Version 1.1 comment that this is unifiable with U+24F57 𤽗, but only if they are cognate



		02839

		[image: ]

T13-387D

		U+76C8 盈

		[image: ]

		Unification

		Unify with U+76C8 盈 according to new rules, if cognate



		02840

		[image: ]

T13-387E

		U+76C8 盈

		[image: ]

		Unification

		Unify with U+76C8 盈 according to new rules, if cognate



		02844

		[image: ]

T13-3922

		02845

		[image: ]

T13-3923

		Unification

		Unify with 02845 (T13-3923) according to new rules, if cognate



		02845

		[image: ]

T13-3923

		02844

		[image: ]

T13-3922

		Unification

		Unify with 02844 (T13-3922) according to new rules, if cognate



		02846

		[image: ]

T13-3925

		U+6C33 氳 & 02847

		[image: ]

[image: ]

T13-3926

		Unification

		Unify with U+6C33 氳 and 02847 (T13-3926) according to new rules, if cognate



		02847

		[image: ]

T13-3926

		U+6C33 氳 & 02846

		[image: ]

[image: ]

T13-3925

		Unification

		Unify with U+6C33 氳 and 02846 (T13-3925) according to new rules, if cognate



		02953

		[image: ]

UTC-03121

		IRG WS 2015 02834

		[image: ]

T13-2F45

		Unification

		Unify with IRG Working Set 2015 02834 (T13-2F45)



		02963

		[image: ]

UK-10630

		U+25453 𥑓

		[image: ]

(B)

		Unification

		Agree with Japan NB's Version 1.1 comment to unify with U+25453 𥑓



		03001

		[image: ]

T13-3952

		03020

		[image: ]

T13-3955

		Unification

		Unify with 03020 (T13-3955) according to new rules, if cognate



		03020

		[image: ]

T13-3955

		03001

		[image: ]

T13-3952

		Unification

		Unify with 03001 (T13-3952) according to new rules, if cognate



		03247

		[image: ]

T13-3A6B

		U+25A53 𥩓

		[image: ]

(B)

		Unification

		Unify with U+25A53 𥩓 per UCV #303 and according to new rules, if cognate

[image: ]



		03252

		[image: ]

V-F1C91

		U+25A90 𥪐

		[image: ]

(B)

		Unification

		Agree with Japan NB's Version 1.1 comment to unify with U+25A90 𥪐



		03283

		[image: ]

UK-10017

		03293

		[image: ]

GKJ-00028

		Unification

		Unify with 03293 (GKJ-00028)



		03293

		[image: ]

GKJ-00028

		03283

		[image: ]

UK-10017

		Unification

		Unify with 03283 (UK-10017)



		03356

		[image: ]

T13-3A7A

		U+6C23 氣 & 03360

		[image: ]

[image: ]

T13-3A78

		Unification

		Unify with U+6C23 氣 and 03360 (T13-3A78) according to new rules, if cognate



		03360

		[image: ]

T13-3A78

		U+6C23 氣 & 03356

		[image: ]

[image: ]

T13-3A7A

		Unification

		Unify with U+6C23 氣 and 03356 (T13-3A7A) according to new rules, if cognate



		03456

		[image: ]

USAT06262

		U+261D5 𦇕

		[image: ]

(B)

		Unification

		Unify with U+261D5 𦇕, if cognate



		03667

		[image: ]

V-F0830

		U+2E3A6 𮎦

		[image: ]

(F)

		Unification

		Unify with U+2E3A6 𮎦







2. Attributes



		SN

		Image/Source

		Comment Type

		Comment



		02515

		[image: ]

V-F1DDD

		RS

		Change RS from 94.6 to 94.7



		02531

		[image: ]

V-F0E46

		RS

		Change RS from 94.8 to 94.7



		02537

		[image: ]

V-F0907

		RS

		Change RS from 94.9 to 94.10



		02581

		[image: ]

V-F0911

		RS

		Change RS from 94.20 to 94.21



		02582

		[image: ]

V-F1A1C

		RS

		Change RS from 94.22 to 94.21



		02597

		[image: ]

T13-382E

		RS

		Change RS from 96.6 to 96.7



		02620

		[image: ]

GDM-00217

		RS

		Change RS from 96.9 to 96.10



		02799

		[image: ]

GKJ-00008

		RS

		Change RS from 104.15 to 104.16



		02818

		[image: ]

T13-387A

		RS

		Consider changing the indexing radical, perhaps to #50 巾 (RS = 50.15)



		03137

		[image: ]

UK-10858

		RS

		Change RS from 115.7 to 115.8



		03688

		[image: ]

T13-3B56

		RS

		Change RS from 140.7 to 46.7



		02515

		[image: ]

V-F1DDD

		TS

		Change TS from 9 to 10



		02521

		[image: ]

T13-376B

		TS

		Change TS from 9 to 10



		02537

		[image: ]

V-F0907

		TS

		Change TS from 12 to 13



		02597

		[image: ]

T13-382E

		TS

		Change TS from 10 to 11



		02799

		[image: ]

GKJ-00008

		TS

		Change TS from 20 to 21



		03325

		[image: ]

V-F15F5

		T/S Flag

		The T/S flag should be set to 1



		03420

		[image: ]

V-F1DE5

		T/S Flag

		In addition to Eiso's Version 1.1 comment about changing the radical from 120 to 120.1, the T/S flag should be set to 1



		01954

		[image: ]

T13-3326

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰氵𰱜 to ⿰氵⿱䒑少 (Note to TCA: The IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, U+30C5C, because it is not stable, and did change)



		02127

		[image: ]

T13-3564

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰氵⿱𰅛⿱丶𥐘 to ⿰氵⿱⿹勹八⿱丶𥐘 (Note to TCA: The IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, U+3015B, because it is not stable)



		02512

		[image: ]

KC-07819

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰犭⿱匕匕 to ⿰犭𫧇 (U+2B9C7 𫧇 is in Extension E)



		02523

		[image: ]

GHC-00050

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳𦣻冖犬 to ⿱&H8-01;犬



		02567

		[image: ]

T13-377B

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰犭⿳&D4-04;隹乂 to ⿰犭⿳&D4-04;⿱𠂊⿷匚十乂



		02572

		[image: ]

T13-3823

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰犭⿳卝厸隻 to ⿰犭⿱卝⿳厸⿻匚十乂



		02574

		[image: ]

T13-3825

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰嘼犮 to ⿰⿱㽞古犮



		02575

		[image: ]

T13-3826

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰犭⿱𠔍&Z7-01; to ⿰犭⿳小⿴𠀃十⿲丿⿰三丨⿰三丨



		02576

		[image: ]

T13-3827

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰⿸&H6-10;⿱中肖犮 to ⿰⿸&H6-10;⿱⿻中丷⿵冂干犮



		02578

		[image: ]

T13-3828

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰犭⿳亠吅隻 to ⿰犭⿳亠吅⿳𠂊⿷匚⿻二丨乂



		02612

		[image: ]

GXM-00048

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰王⿲丿米丨 to ⿰王𫂱 (Note to Henry: U+248E9 𤣩 is not used in the IDS database)



		02619

		[image: ]

T13-3838

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱玨⿴八久 to ⿱玨⿵八⿰𠂊乚



		02621

		[image: ]

T13-3837

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰王𧆞 to ⿰王 ⿸⿻⿱乛丿王巾



		02654

		[image: ]

T13-3848

		IDS

		The IDS still needs to be updated from ⿰王𪪺 to ⿰王寘 in the attributes file per TCA's Version 1.1 comment



		02669

		[image: ]

T13-384F

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰王窴 to ⿰王⿱穴⿻𦣻&H3-04;



		02674

		[image: ]

KC-08362

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰王節 to ⿰王⿱竹卽



		02680

		[image: ]

T13-3855

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰𤣩⿱&H6-05; to ⿰𤣩⿱&H6-05;⿱隹乂



		02710

		[image: ]

UK-10406

		IDS

		Use 〾甩 as the IDS



		02729

		[image: ]

KC-07555

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳十田云 to ⿱𤰔云



		02738

		[image: ]

T13-3865

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱龸𰣆 to ⿱龸⿱一田 (Note to TCA: The IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, U+308C6, because it is not stable, and did change)



		02745

		[image: ]

T13-3868

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰男卑 to ⿰男⿱丿𤰞



		02747

		[image: ]

T13-3869

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰田⿱韦口 to ⿰田⿳士⿻𠀄⿱𠃍一口



		02779

		[image: ]

GKJ-00007

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿸疒⿱虍也 to ⿸疒⿸虍也



		02799

		[image: ]

GKJ-00008

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿸疒⿱𤞣手 to ⿸疒𢵤 (the representative glyph and evidence seem to include 猒, not 𤞣)



		02804

		[image: ]

T13-3875

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿸癗皿 to ⿸疒⿱雷皿



		02818

		[image: ]

T13-387A

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿺⿳𣄼卄人帚 to ⿺⿳𣄼⺾𬼂帚 (one of the changed components is Extension F U+2CF02 𬼂)



		02894

		[image: ]

T13-3936

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰目⿱十來 to ⿰目⿻一來



		02904

		[image: ]

T13-3937

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰目⿱⿻北了𠮛 to ⿰目⿱⿶北了𠮛



		02905

		[image: ]

T13-3938

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰目⿱土㘳 to ⿰目⿳土北圡



		02971

		[image: ]

T13-394B

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰石𰚮 to ⿰石⿸己工 (Note to TCA: The IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, U+306AE, because it is not stable, and did change)



		02992

		[image: ]

USAT09224

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰石&SAT-P08A; to ⿰石⿱从开



		03007

		[image: ]

T13-3951

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰石𭓩 to ⿰石⿳宀一𡖅



		03025

		[image: ]

T13-3957

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰石⿱⻀豕 to ⿰石⿱⺾豕 (Note to TCA: U+2EC0 ⻀ is not used in the IDS database)



		03042

		[image: ]

T13-395B

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿶𥓙𢎚 to ⿱⿲木𢎚木⿵大石



		03046

		[image: ]

T13-395C

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿲石⿱土⿻口大&D7-04; to ⿲石⿱土⿻口大⿱丷𤴓 (Note to TCA: CJK Component D7-04 in IRG N2231R Appendix 4 does not seem to be necessary as it is easily represented with 丷𤴓)



		03060

		[image: ]

T13-3961

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰礻𰦻 to ⿰礻⿱𠂉夫 (Note to TCA: The IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, U+309BB, because it is not stable, and did change)



		03066

		[image: ]

T13-3969

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰示⿻圭丶 to ⿰示⿱土𡈽



		03098

		[image: ]

T13-3977

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰示⿳土𠃬口 to ⿰示⿳土⿱⿹⿱𠃍一匚口



		03106

		[image: ]

T13-397E

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰示⿸虍𪵨 to ⿰示⿸虍⿱厶氺



		03115

		[image: ]

T13-3A24

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰礻⿱面豆 to ⿰礻⿱面⿱口䒑



		03116

		[image: ]

T13-3A25

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰礻⿳士𠃬口 to ⿰礻⿳士⿱⿹𠃍工⿷匚⿷匚丨口



		03118

		[image: ]

T13-3A26

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰礻⿱⿴𦥑&s2-01; to ⿰礻⿱⿴𦥑⿰丨丨豆



		03120

		[image: ]

T13-3A28

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱令禸 to ⿱令⿵冂厶



		03121

		[image: ]

T13-3A29

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳𠆳𠚍禸 to ⿳𠆳𠚍⿵冂厶



		03136

		[image: ]

T13-3A2E

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰禾⿱二用 to ⿰禾⿱二𭁠



		03143

		[image: ]

T13-3A31

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰禾⿱爫井 to ⿰禾⿱⿱一⺌井



		03151

		[image: ]

T13-3A34

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱𥝛𣄼 to ⿱⿰禾犬𣄼



		03169

		[image: ]

T13-3A3E

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰禾⿱山？ to ⿰禾⿱山⿰⿱二⿲丶丶丶？



		03184

		[image: ]

T13-3A49

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰禾⿱止⿵⿻戊一丑 to ⿰禾⿱止⿻一⿵戊丑



		03189

		[image: ]

T13-3A4A

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰⿳禾丑毋⿱出？ to ⿰⿳禾丑毋⿱出⿰丿⿴㔾𬼆



		03219

		[image: ]

T13-3A54

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱穴⿰丬⿱彐又 to ⿱穴⿰⿹丩一⿱彐又



		03225

		[image: ]

T13-3A56

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱穴𰠷 to ⿱穴⿰牛未 (Note to TCA: The IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, U+30837, because it is not stable, and did change)



		03233

		[image: ]

T13-3A60

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱穴𢬶 to ⿱穴⿰扌⿳彐冖丈



		03234

		[image: ]

T13-3A5E

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱穴⿰牜𠬶 to ⿱穴⿰牛⿳彐冖丈



		03244

		[image: ]

T13-3A67

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱穴⿰米𥜽 to ⿱穴⿰米⿳⺊𠔿禸



		03245

		[image: ]

T13-3A68

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱穴⿰耒𥜽 to ⿱穴⿰耒⿳⺊𠔿冋



		03246

		[image: ]

T13-3A69

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳穴廿⿰米𥜽 to ⿳穴廿⿰米⿳⺊𠔿禸



		03267

		[image: ]

T13-3A73

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱竹𠙷 to ⿱竹⿻一山



		03271

		[image: ]

GZ-1962404

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱叫 to ⿱竹叫 (Note to China: U+E836  should not be used in IDSes)



		03283

		[image: ]

UK-10017

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰竹劳 to ⿱竹劳 (Note to Eiso: U+25AD7 𥫗 is not used in the IDS database)



		03341

		[image: ]

KC-07602

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱竹⿻干⿰言言 to ⿱竹⿶⿰言言干



		03349

		[image: ]

T13-3A77

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱⿶凵米戋 to ⿱⿶凵米⿻𫠠一



		03363

		[image: ]

UK-10525

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱？米 to ⿱亦米



		03388

		[image: ]

USAT08505

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱&SAT-S10A;米 to ⿳日共米



		03394

		[image: ]

T13-3B23

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱康米 to ⿸康米



		03410

		[image: ]

T13-3B2A

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳亠⿱吅囬米 to ⿳⿱亠吅囬米



		03431

		[image: ]

USAT06761

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰糸&SAT-P08A; to ⿰糸⿱从开



		03437

		[image: ]

T13-3B2D

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱彑⿰米糸 to ⿱⿱𠚤一⿰米糸



		03452

		[image: ]

T13-3B2F

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱彑⿰类系 to ⿱⿱𠚤一⿰类系



		03508

		[image: ]

T13-3B34

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳冈皿万 to ⿳冈皿勹



		03526

		[image: ]

T13-3B37

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰⿱合羊尺 to ⿰⿱合羊⿱乛⿰丿𡿨



		03530

		[image: ]

T13-3B3A

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳亡罒⿰𦍤𭂬 to ⿳亡罒⿰𦍤⿵凢二



		03532

		[image: ]

T13-3B3B

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱&Z6-01;𠘲 to ⿱⿰彐彐𠘲



		03536

		[image: ]

T13-3B3C

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳&Z6-01;𡗓山 to ⿳⿰彐彐𡗓山



		03541

		[image: ]

T13-3B3D

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳&Z6-01;一朋 to ⿳⿰彐彐一朋



		03553

		[image: ]

T13-3B3F

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱耂⿺∟&S5-06; to ⿱耂⿺𠃊&S5-06; (Note to TCA: U+221F ∟ RIGHT ANGLE should not be used in IDSes when U+200CA 𠃊 is available)



		03556

		[image: ]

T13-3B41

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳耂𢑑口 to ⿳耂⿱彐⿷匚一口



		03559

		[image: ]

USAT08811

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱？而 to ⿱⿸戶一而



		03577

		[image: ]

T13-3B46

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰𠕎𠬝 to ⿰𠕎⿸卩𡿨



		03591

		[image: ]

KC-08116

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰月⿵戊臣 to ⿰月𮍏 (U+2E34F 𮍏 is in Extension F)



		03608

		[image: ]

V-F04C4

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰膏馬 to ⿰𮌔馬 (U+2E314 𮌔 is in Extension F)



		03610

		[image: ]

USAT05622

		IDS

		Change IDS from &SAT-S06A; to ⿰丿臣



		03618

		[image: ]

T13-3B4A

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱⿻𦥔𠔼⿻冂女 to ⿱⿻𦥔𠔼⿲丨女亅



		03619

		[image: ]

T13-3B49

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰𫡕&P8-05; to ⿰⿱丿⿻一氺&P8-05;



		03639

		[image: ]

T13-3B4E

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱将舟 to ⿱将⿻凢十



		03657

		[image: ]

T13-3B54

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱龷⿲丨丿人 to ⿱龷⿲丿丨人



		03677

		[image: ]

V-F085B

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳䒑化十 to ⿱䒑华



		03681

		[image: ]

GXM-00005

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳艹冖中 to ⿱𫇦中 (agree with Eiso's Version 1.1 comment)



		03682

		[image: ]

GXM-00284

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳艹冖见 to ⿱𫇦见 (agree with Eiso's Version 1.1 comment)



		03683

		[image: ]

GXM-00346

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳艹冖圡 to ⿱𫇦圡 (agree with Eiso's Version 1.1 comment)



		03686

		[image: ]

USAT06146

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱芀⿳一刀一 to ⿱艹⿳刀𬺳一 (U+2CEB3 𬺳 is in Extension F)



		03688

		[image: ]

T13-3B56

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱共⿶山丨 to ⿱共⿶凵⿰丨丨



		03691

		[image: ]

T13-3B57

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿻首人 to ⿻⿱䒑目人



		03704

		[image: ]

USAT05140

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱艹&SAT-S07A; to ⿱艹⿰丨臣



		03712

		[image: ]

T13-3B5C

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱㐀𠛧 to ⿱艹⿱一𠛧



		03715

		[image: ]

T13-3B5B

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳⻀罒歹 to ⿳艹罒⿱一⿰人丿 (Note to TCA: U+2EC0 ⻀ is not used in the IDS database)



		03718

		[image: ]

GXM-00288

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱苞心 to ⿱艹𫹾 (U+2BE7E 𫹾 is in Extension E)



		03720

		[image: ]

KC-07635

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳艹旬子 to ⿱艹㝁



		03729

		[image: ]

T13-3B5D

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱𦬵米 to ⿱艹⿱廿米



		03730

		[image: ]

T13-3B5F

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳⻀⿻北𠮛一 to ⿱艹⿱⿻北𠮛一 (Note to TCA: U+2EC0 ⻀ is not used in the IDS database)



		03733

		[image: ]

GKJ-00001 

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱艹⿱⿴口卄心 to ⿱艹⿱𡆪心



		03742

		[image: ]

UK-10052

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱𦮘皿 to ⿱艹⿳乃廾皿



		03743

		[image: ]

UK-10104

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳艹⿻⿱尸尸丨廾 to ⿱艹⿱⿻⿱尸尸丨廾



		03750

		[image: ]

T13-3B61

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿴𦬅⿱去&D3-01; to ⿱艹⿴囗⿱去&D3-01;



		03751

		[image: ]

T13-3B62

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱⻀𡈂 to ⿱艹𡈂 (Note to TCA: U+2EC0 ⻀ is not used in the IDS database)



		03759

		[image: ]

USAT06062

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱龷&SAT-P09A; to ⿱艹⿳一八𥃦



		03764

		[image: ]

T13-3B63

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱菆从 to ⿱艹⿱⿸耳𡿨从



		03799

		[image: ]

T13-3B68

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳艹𬯁𠔃 to ⿱艹⿱⿰阝𨐌𠔃



		03800

		[image: ]

T13-3B6A

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱&S11-01;⿰爿未 to ⿱艹⿳罒冖⿰爿未



		03805

		[image: ]

UK-10173

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱艹㣈 to ⿱艹⿰⿳彑𠂊巾⿳彑𠂊巾



		03811

		[image: ]

T13-3B6C

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰⿱芯隹𠬝 to ⿰⿱芯隹⿸尸𡿨



		03815

		[image: ]

V-F1B17

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿱艹𣙺 to ⿱䒑𣙺 (agree with Eiso's Version 1.1 comment)



		03817

		[image: ]

T13-3B6D

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿳䒑⿲止⿱自&S2-01;巳夂 to ⿱䒑⿱⿲止⿱自⿰丨丨巳夂



		03939

		[image: ]

T13-3B75

		IDS

		Change IDS from ⿰衤𰦻 to ⿰衤⿱𠂉夫 (Note to TCA: The IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, U+309BB, because it is not stable, and did change)







3. Representative Glyph & Evidence Issues



		SN

		Image/Source

		Comment Type

		Comment



		02555

		[image: ]

T13-3774

		Conventions

		The lower-right component matches the evidence, but does not match regional conventions



		02788

		[image: ]

T13-3872

		Conventions

		The 月 component matches the evidence, but does not match regional conventions



		02796

		[image: ]

T13-3873

		Conventions

		The 月 component matches the evidence, but does not match regional conventions



		03340

		[image: ]

T13-3A76

		Conventions

		The upper-right component of the 奬 component does not follow regional conventions



		03641

		[image: ]

T13-3B51

		Conventions

		The 羽 component does not match regional conventions



		04330

		[image: ]

T13-3C48

		Conventions

		The shape of the 辶 component does not match regional conventions, and the evidence is simply in a different style than the style used for the representative glyphs of the code charts (like the three in Extension E [U+2CA66 𬩦, U+2CA6A 𬩪 & U+2CA6E 𬩮] and the four in IRG Working Set 2015 [04265/T13-3131, 04296/T13-313B, 04292/T13-313A & 04298/T13-313D]); some of the IRG Working Set 2015 evidence, particularly for 04292/T13-313A (see page 469 of IRG N2128) and 04298/T13-313D (see page 472 of IRG N2128), show several existing/encoded ideographs that have this same 辶 style that is in a different style; evidence for 04292/T13-313A (page 469 of IRG N2128) shown below

[image: ]



		04340

		[image: ]

T13-3C4C

		Conventions

		The shape of the 辶 component does not match regional conventions, and the evidence is simply in a different style than the style used for the representative glyphs of the code charts (like the three in Extension E [U+2CA66 𬩦, U+2CA6A 𬩪 & U+2CA6E 𬩮] and the four in IRG Working Set 2015 [04265/T13-3131, 04296/T13-313B, 04292/T13-313A & 04298/T13-313D]); some of the IRG Working Set 2015 evidence, particularly for 04292/T13-313A (see page 469 of IRG N2128) and 04298/T13-313D (see page 472 of IRG N2128), show several existing/encoded ideographs that have this same 辶 style that is in a different style; evidence for 04298/T13-313D (page 472 of IRG N2128) shown below

[image: ]



		04343

		[image: ]

T13-3C4E

		Conventions

		The shape of the 辶 component does not match regional conventions, and the evidence is simply in a different style than the style used for the representative glyphs of the code charts (like the three in Extension E [U+2CA66 𬩦, U+2CA6A 𬩪 & U+2CA6E 𬩮] and the four in IRG Working Set 2015 [04265/T13-3131, 04296/T13-313B, 04292/T13-313A & 04298/T13-313D]); some of the IRG Working Set 2015 evidence, particularly for 04292/T13-313A (see page 469 of IRG N2128) and 04298/T13-313D (see page 472 of IRG N2128), show several existing/encoded ideographs that have this same 辶 style that is in a different style



		04358

		[image: ]

T13-3C51

		Conventions

		The shape of the 辶 component does not match regional conventions, and the evidence is simply in a different style than the style used for the representative glyphs of the code charts (like the three in Extension E [U+2CA66 𬩦, U+2CA6A 𬩪 & U+2CA6E 𬩮] and the four in IRG Working Set 2015 [04265/T13-3131, 04296/T13-313B, 04292/T13-313A & 04298/T13-313D]); some of the IRG Working Set 2015 evidence, particularly for 04292/T13-313A (see page 469 of IRG N2128) and 04298/T13-313D (see page 472 of IRG N2128), show several existing/encoded ideographs that have this same 辶 style that is in a different style



		02679

		[image: ]

KC-07297

		Evidence

		Please provide clearer or additional evidence

[image: ]



		02683

		[image: ]

KC-07301

		Evidence

		Please provide clearer or additional evidence

[image: ]



		02705

		[image: ]

USAT05677

		Evidence

		Please provide clearer or additional evidence

[image: ]



		02848

		[image: ]

T13-3924

		Evidence

		Please provide clearer or additional evidence

[image: ]



		02935

		[image: ]

T13-3946

		Evidence

		Please provide clearer or additional evidence

[image: ]



		03132

		[image: ]

UK-10323

		Evidence

		Please provide clearer or additional evidence

[image: ]



		03323

		[image: ]

UK-10869

		Evidence

		Please provide clearer or additional evidence

[image: ]



		03332

		[image: ]

T13-3A75

		Evidence

		Please provide clearer or additional evidence

[image: ]



		03622

		[image: ]

T13-3B4B

		Evidence

		Please provide clearer or additional evidence

[image: ]



		03623

		[image: ]

T13-3B4C

		Evidence

		Please provide clearer or additional evidence

[image: ]



		03679

		[image: ]

GDM-00140

		Evidence

		Please provide clearer or additional evidence

[image: ]



		03770

		[image: ]

UK-10900

		Evidence

		Please provide clearer or additional evidence

[image: ]



		02544

		[image: ]

T13-3771

		Glyph

		Representative glyph does not match evidence, whose right component looks like 𧥾; if agree, change IDS from ⿰犭⿱亠⿹戈𠮛 to ⿰犭𧥾, RS from 94.10 to 94.11, and TS from 13 to 14

[image: ]



		02565

		[image: ]

T13-377A

		Glyph

		IDS, evidence, and representative glyph do not match; evidence looks like ⿰犭⿱崔乂

[image: ]



		02577

		[image: ]

KC-07534

		Glyph

		The evidence includes an additional vertical stroke

[image: ]



		02602

		[image: ]

KC-07287

		Glyph

		Agree with Eiso's Version 1.1 comment in that this looks like two separate characters (五 and 呈)

[image: ]



		02642

		[image: ]

T13-3843

		Glyph

		Based on 02644 (T13-3842), the representative glyph may be missing a stroke, and its IDS changed from ⿰玉⿻𢆶⿹𭠍夕 to ⿰玉⿻𢆶⿹弋夕

[image: ]



		02647

		[image: ]

KC-07542

		Glyph

		The representative glyph does not match the evidence (extra stroke)

[image: ]



		02663

		[image: ]

KC-07544

		Glyph

		The upper-right component might be 彐, meaning that the right side should be 彚, not 彙; If so, change representative glyph, and change IDS from ⿰王彙 to ⿰王彚

[image: ]



		02674

		[image: ]

KC-08362

		Glyph

		The bottom-center component looks like 匸, not 匕, in the evidence

[image: ]



		02677

		[image: ]

T13-3856

		Glyph

		The bottom-right component looks like 史 in the evidence

[image: ]



		02726

		[image: ]

T13-385E

		Glyph

		The enclosed component at the bottom looks like 匸, not 匕, in the evidence

[image: ]



		02740

		[image: ]

T13-3866

		Glyph

		Could the shape actually be ⿱田⿱爫&H3-04;? If so, change representative glyph, and change IDS from ⿳田一兴 to ⿱田⿱爫&H3-04;

[image: ]



		02759

		[image: ]

T13-386B

		Glyph

		The circled glyph in the evidence looks like U+75A0 疠 (the one at the top of the line clearly has ⿱一力 as the enclosed element)

[image: ]



		03068

		[image: ]

T13-3966

		Glyph

		The 二 component looks like ⺀ in the evidence? If so, change representative glyph, and change IDS from ⿰示⿷电二 to ⿰示⿷电⺀

[image: ]



		03086

		[image: ]

T13-3971

		Glyph

		Is lower-left component 天 or 大?
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		03090

		[image: ]

UK-10284

		Glyph

		Is lower-right component 大 or 犬?

[image: ]



		03091

		[image: ]

T13-3970

		Glyph

		The upper-right component 水 appears to be missing a hook at the bottom of its vertical stroke

[image: ]



		03216

		[image: ]

T13-3A55

		Glyph

		Why not normalize bottom component as 禹?

[image: ]



		03217

		[image: ]

KC-07594

		Glyph

		Agree with Eiso's Version 1.1 comment in that the lower-left component does not match the evidence nor ROK's conventions

[image: ]



		03264

		[image: ]

GZ-0832501

		Glyph

		Please redesign the 才 component so that its horizontal stroke is wider

[image: ]



		03369

		[image: ]

KC-08105

		Glyph

		The lower-right component looks like 𡈽 in the evidence; If so, change representative glyph, change IDS from ⿰米⿱少土 to ⿰米⿱少𡈽, change RS from 119.7 to 119.8, and change TS from 13 to 14

[image: ]



		03371

		[image: ]

T13-3A7C

		Glyph

		The third through sixth strokes look like ⺣ in the evidence; If so, change representative glyph, and change IDS from ⿱亦𥸦 to ⿳亠灬𥸦

[image: ]



		03394

		[image: ]

T13-3B23

		Glyph

		Adjust the representative glyph to match the evidence

[image: ]



		03400

		[image: ]

T13-3B26

		Glyph

		The third through fifth strokes look like &D3-01; in the evidence; If so, change representative glyph, and change IDS from ⿳⿱亠小囬米 to ⿳⿱亠&D3-01;囬米

[image: ]



		03529

		[image: ]

V-F1AE1

		Glyph

		There is a discrepancy between the representative glyph and evidence with regard to 冝 versus 宜; If so, change representative glyph, change IDS from ⿰美叠 to ⿰美⿱叒宜, change RS from 123.16 to 123.17, and change TS from 22 to 23

[image: ]



		03652

		[image: ]

V-F0765

		Glyph

		Agree with Eiso's Version 1.1 comment about the first four strokes needing to be redesigned to match the evidence
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		03755

		[image: ]

GXM-00008

		Glyph

		The evidence suggests that the representative glyph should be ⿱艹⿱佳口
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		03790

		[image: ]

T13-3B67

		Glyph

		The glyph in the evidence looks like ⿳共土取
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		03830

		[image: ]

GZ-0702301

		Glyph

		The evidence suggests that the representative glyph should be ⿰⿳艹佳灬着
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		04291

		[image: ]

T13-3C3C

		Glyph

		The 辶 component includes an extra dot-like stroke



		04301

		[image: ]

T13-3C41

		Glyph

		The 辶 component includes an extra dot-like stroke



		04322

		[image: ]

T13-3C47

		Glyph

		The 辶 component includes an extra dot-like stroke







Part 2: Comments by Eddie Li



00081 (V-F0018): Change RS from 7.8 to 62.6

[image: ]



00085 (V-F1A0A): Change RS from 7.12 to 62.10

[image: ]



00091 (UK-10094): Unify with U+2CD23 𬴣 (Extension E)

[image: ][image: ]



00099 (V-F0022): Change FS from 4 to 3

[image: ]



00186 (V-F1D99): The representative glyph does not match the evidence 

[image: ][image: C:\Users\Link\Documents\Tencent Files\1161683694\Image\Group\Q6@BD)Q7I)MNFOC8}9YGJ{A.png]



00189 (V-F0832): Change IDS from ⿱⿲冫白𡿨冗 to ⿱⿲冫白𡿨⿱冖儿

[image: C:\Users\Link\Documents\Tencent Files\1161683694\Image\Group\~HY4O}H)QCC$J}WW)X0E)YR.png]



00191 (V-F0833): Change IDS from ⿱⿲扌白匕冗 to ⿱⿴北白冖儿

[image: ]



00484 (V-F1D68): The representative glyph des not match the evidence

[image: ][image: C:\Users\Link\Documents\Tencent Files\1161683694\Image\Group\UVCN5BR[}HH0DC7MSGP_5M3.png]



00819 (KC-08339): The evidence is unclear

[image: C:\Users\Link\Documents\Tencent Files\1161683694\Image\Group\WDCU{~((3{QD{F4$KIF6I78.png][image: C:\Users\Link\Documents\Tencent Files\1161683694\Image\Group\DY10M(ENFQK2QKE{S{ICQOV.png]



00865 (KC-07789): The representative glyph des not match the evidence

[image: C:\Users\Link\Documents\Tencent Files\1161683694\Image\Group\5HPB7F54~77EE7}}US_87SN.png][image: C:\Users\Link\Documents\Tencent Files\1161683694\Image\Group\H3JDD(86]KL4P~OXLE8RGXV.jpg]



00959 (GXM-00055): Change IDS from ⿰孑展 to ⿰子展

[image: ]



01397 (V-F1DD3): The representative glyph des not match the evidence

[image: ][image: C:\Users\Link\Documents\Tencent Files\1161683694\Image\Group\LX%L}[84WTVFCW5GD6QIMW7.png]

































Part 3: Comments by Ming Fan



As this review will demonstrate, there are many corrupt ideographs in the Tripiṭaka. Many of them are transcription errors in early editions (which propagate to later editions/revisions) or among different later editions. Since there are so many editorial errors in the Tripiṭaka, I recommend that it should not be treated as an authoritative source. Moreover, there are also many other SAT-submitted ideographs in WS2017 that cannot be found in any other old books or dictionaries. Therefore, if an ideograph appearing in the Tripiṭaka is unencoded, other evidence besides versions of the Tripiṭaka should be provided to prove that it is not simply a transcription error in the Tripiṭaka. In addition, further systematic and clear research outside the context of the Tripiṭaka is indeed crucial and indispensable to confirm the origin for such ideographs, and to ensure that they are not corrupt forms.



I suggest that SAT withdraw all SAT-submitted ideographs in WS2017 in order to do further research to confirm their origins. Evidence only from Tripiṭaka should be deemed insufficient and therefore not reliable for them to be encoded. If such forms are still necessary, please consider registering a new IVD collection in lieu of encoding them.



1. Unifications

		No.

		Target Ideograph

		Note



		00027





		U+567D 噽





		Unification:

Corrupt form of the 嚭’s variant噽, should not be encoded.



		00051





		U+4E56 乖





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 乖.



		00087





		U+68C4 棄





		Unification:

Corrupt form of棄, just missing a component 八.



		00111





		U+2CF74 𬽴





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference



		00121





		U+5559 啙





		Unification:

Corrupt form of ⿱此厸, and 厶 is unifiable to 口.



		00126





		U+5071 偱





		Unification:

Cognate, and minor stroke difference



		00161





		U+50B2 傲





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 傲.



		00181





		U+377F 㝿





		Unification:

Corrupt form of ⿺兀皮, and 兀 is unifiable to 尢.



		00182





		U+20483 𠒃





U+2048A 𠒊





		Unification:

人 is the corrupt form of 厶, and 厶 is unifiable to 口.



		00209





		U+2E307 𮌇





		Unification:

Differences in overshoot at the stroke initiation.



		00211





		U+518F 冏





		Unification:

The reading for this ideograph indicates that it’s the variant of 冏. If not unifiable, show more evidence.



		00214





		U+51A6 冦





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 寇’s variant 冦, should not be encoded.



		00254





		U+20745 𠝅





		Unification:

Differences in bent strokes & overshoot at the stroke initiation & rotated strokes.



		00305





		U+5318 匘





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 腦’s variant 匘, should not be encoded.



		03404





		U+25ECA 𥻊





		Unification:

Differences in bent strokes & overshoot at the stroke initiation.



		00306





		03404





U+25ECA 𥻊





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 03404. And since 03404 is unifiable to U+25ECA, 00306 is also unifiable to U+25ECA.



		00312





		U+20974 𠥴





The evidence corrupts too:





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 𠥴.



		00313





		U+20974 𠥴





		Unification:

Same as 00312, both are corrupt form of 𠥴.



		00322





		U+5B79 孹





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 擘’s variant 孹, and should not be encoded.



		00367





		U+20B58 𠭘





Shuowen says this ideograph 从𣦼从井:

[image: http://dict.variants.moe.edu.tw/bookpiece/001/279209.png]

		Unification:

Corrupt form of 𠭘.



		00378





		U+20BC3 𠯃





The evidence of this ideograph shows that ⿱日USAT07270  is the corrupt form of 231aa(⿱日𠯃) , so USAT07270 is the corrupt form of 𠯃.

		Unification:

Corrupt form of 𠯃.



		00395





		U+20C17 𠰗





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 𠰗. Differences in rotated strokes & overshoot at the stroke initiation.



		00401





		U+20D43 𠵃





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 𠵃. 



		00420





		U+54B5 咵





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 咵.



		00476





		U+20E36 𠸶





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 喪’s variant 𠸶, should not be encoded.



		00591





		U+2D2B5 𭊵





		Unification:

The right component is the corrupt form of 黎’s variant 㴝, and should not be encoded.



		00744





		U+2136E 𡍮





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 垂’s variant 𡍮, and should not be encoded.



		00996





		U+26958 𦥘





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 貶’s variant 𦥘, and should not be encoded.



		01015





		U+5388 厈





		Unification:

Differences in bent strokes, corrupt form of 厈.



		01146





		U+5DF8 巸





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference.



		01175





		U+5E56 幖





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference, corrupt form of 幖.



		01203





		U+81BA 膺





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference.



		01228





		U+38C7 㣇





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference & differences in bent strokes.



		01263





		U+5FEC 忬





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference & differences in folding back at the stroke termination.



		01285





		U+225FA 𢗺





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 鬯’s variant 𢗺, and should not be encoded.



		01293





		U+60B3 悳





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference.



		01359





		U+6160 慠





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 慠.



		01365





		U+61CD 懍





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference.



		01409





		U+629B 抛





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference & differences in overshoot at the stroke initiation. 



		01410





		U+634F 捏





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference.



		01425





		U+22BA4 𢮤





		Unication:

Minor stroke difference.



		01466





		USAT06427





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference & bent stroke difference . 



		01553





		GHZR-42174.09





		Unification:

Differences in rotated strokes & Minor stroke difference.



		01655





		U+2E316 𮌖





		Unification:

Differences in rotated strokes & minor stroke difference.



		01689





		U+6834 栴





		Unification:

Difference in rotated strokes & folding back at the stroke termination.



		01740





		U+68F1 棱





		Unification:

Difference in bent strokes & minor stroke.



		01820





		U+2DB5B 𭭛





		Unification:

Difference in rotated strokes & minor stroke.



		01835





		U+2DB7F 𭭿





The evidence shows that it’s 从歺丂:





		Unification:

Corrupt transcription of 朽’s variant 㱙’s variant 𭭿, should not be encoded.



		01843





		U+3C7F 㱿





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference.



		01861





		U+23BAE 𣮮





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference.



		01898





		U+6CB7 沷





		Unification:

Differences in rotated strokes.



		02018





		U+6DF8 淸





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference.



		02047





		U+25EF3 𥻳





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference & differences in bent strokes.



		02061





		U+23F85 𣾅





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 湔’s variant 𣾅, should not be encoded.



		02160





		U+6FEC 濬





		Unification:

Difference in rotated strokes & folding back at the stroke termination.



		02179





		U+6F78 潸





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference.



		02223





		U+24117 𤄗





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 瀑’s variant 𤄗, should not be encoded.



		02299





		U+70FE 烾





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 赤’s variant 烾, should not be encoded.



		02357





		U+3DB3 㶳





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 燼’s variant 㶳, should not be encoded.



		02364





		USAT06872





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 燖’s variant 燅’s variant USAT06872, should not be encoded.



		02385





		U+243D0 𤏐





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 爛’s variant 𤏐, should not be encoded.



		02397





		U+71D6 燖





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference.



		02732





		U+24C4F 𤱏





		Unification:

Differences in rotated strokes.



		02863





		U+2D983 𭦃





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference & differences in overshoot at the stroke initiation.



		02866





		U+26643 𦙃





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 胥’s variant 𦙃, should not be encoded.



		02890





		U+25206 𥈆





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 瞀’s variant 𥈆, should not be encoded.



		02926





		U+52D9 務





		Unification:

Difference in rotated strokes & minor stroke difference.



		03333





		U+7C19 簙





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference & difference in rotated strokes.



		03342





		U+7C58 籘





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 藤’s variant 籐’s variant 籘, should not be encoded.



		03388





		U+232B4 𣊴





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 暴’s variant 𣊴, should not be encoded.



		03407





		U+42A4 䊤





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference.



		03498





		U+7F58 罘





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference.



		03590





		U+818F 膏





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference.



		03649





		U+26B06 𦬆





		Unification:

Difference in rotated strokes.



		03678





		U+2E3B1 𮎱





		Unification:

Difference in overshoot at the stroke initiation & folding back at the stroke termination.



		03686





		U+26C6A 𦱪





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 芻’s variant 𦱪, should not be encoded.



		03701





		U+7F9E 羞





		Unification:

艹 and 䒑 are unifiable, and difference in overshoot at the stroke initiation.



		03777





		U+452B 䔫





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 蔬’s variant 䔫, should not be encoded.



		03847





		U+8691 蚑





		Unification:

Difference in overshoot at the stroke initiation & minor stroke.



		03949





		U+276D5 𧛕





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference.



		03976





		U+277F6 𧟶





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 霸’s variant 𧟶, should not be encoded.



		03992





		U+89DC 觜





		Unification:

Cognate, should be unified.



		04029





		U+8B3F 謿





		Unfication:

Corrupt form of 嘲’s variant 謿, should not be encoded.



		04035





		U+8B9F 讟





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference.



		04090





		U+20F78 𠽸





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 囂’s variant 𠽸, should not be encoded.



		04131





		U+8D91 趑





		Unification:

Difference in rotated strokes & minor stroke.



		04182





		U+8E26 踦





		Unification:

Difference in rotated strokes & minor stroke difference.



		04539





		U+2E91F 𮤟





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 鬥’s variant 𮤟, should not be encoded.



		04820





		U+29B9C 𩮜





		Unification:

Corrupt form of 剃’s variant 𩮜, should not be encoded.



		04905





		U+9D84 鶄





		Unification:

Minor stroke difference.







2. Further Corruption, should withdraw:

		00115





		U+5323 匣





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 匣. If any objection, show more evidence.



		00241





		U+5800 堀





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 堀. If any objection, show more evidence.



		00248





		U+5217 列





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 列. If any objection, show more evidence.



		00364





		U+239BB 𣦻





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𣦻. If any objection, show more evidence.



		00441





		U+55CC 嗌





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 嗌. If any objection, show more evidence.



		00562





		U+28926 𨤦





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𨤦. If any objection, show more evidence.



		00601





		U+20ED8 𠻘





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𠻘. If any objection, show more evidence.



		00835





		U+2136C 𡍬





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𡍬. If any objection, show more evidence.



		00859





		U+7102 焂





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 焂. If any objection, show more evidence.



		00868





		U+5E79 幹





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 幹. If any objection, show more evidence.



		00984





		U+5BEE 寮





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 寮. If any objection, show more evidence.



		00988





		U+7621 瘡





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 瘡. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01131





		U+85B0 薰





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 薰. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01194





		U+5EC5 廅





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 廅. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01214





		U+51F4 凴





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 凴. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01245





		U+3466 㑦





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 㑦. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01335





		U+61DE 懞





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 懞. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01343





		U+2278E 𢞎





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𢞎. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01394





		U+6785 枅





		Withdraw:

Editorial error. May be corrupt transcription, and also misleads the later edition.



		01438





		U+62FC 拼





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 拼. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01522





		U+22F38 𢼸





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𢼸. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01546





		U+201A0 𠆠





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𠆠. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01641





		U+66DB 曛





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 曛. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01645





		U+274E2 𧓢





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𧓢. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01721





		U+6840 桀





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 桀. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01724





		U+681F 栟





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 栟. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01754





		U+4D58 䵘





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 䵘. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01808





		U+2387F 𣡿





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𣡿. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01823





		U+6B84 殄





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 殄. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01865





		U+3CA5 㲥





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 㲥. If any objection, show more evidence.



		01960





		U+6CB1 沱





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 沱. If any objection, show more evidence.



		02215





		U+6FEE 濮





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 濮. If any objection, show more evidence.



		02216





		U+6E54 湔





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 湔. If any objection, show more evidence.



		02219





		U+24002 𤀂





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𤀂. If any objection, show more evidence.



		02284





		U+24217 𤈗





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𤈗. If any objection, show more evidence.



		02444





		U+2451F 𤔟





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𤔟. If any objection, show more evidence.



		02532





		U+2AEC5 𪻅





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𪻅. If any objection, show more evidence.



		02757





		U+8E16 踖





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 踖. If any objection, show more evidence.



		02780





		U+7617 瘗





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 瘗. If any objection, show more evidence.



		02801





		U+24F20 𤼠





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𤼠. If any objection, show more evidence.



		02992





		U+7851 硑





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 硑. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03141





		U+68B3 梳





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 梳. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03147





		U+7A3B 稻





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 稻. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03226





		U+7AAA 窪





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 窪. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03273





		U+7BCB 篋





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 篋. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03276





		U+7B2B 笫





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 笫. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03408





		U+7CE0 糠





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 糠. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03431





		U+7D63 絣





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 絣. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03453





		U+26195 𦆕





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𦆕. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03517





		U+2632F 𦌯





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𦌯. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03534





		U+2640A 𦐊





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𦐊. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03571





		U+8066 聦





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 聦. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03572





		U+8087 肇





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 肇. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03603





		U+267A6 𦞦





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𦞦. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03627





		U+90CD 郍





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 郍. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03704





		U+831D 茝





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 茝. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03719





		U+26CAE 𦲮





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𦲮. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03740





		U+25C20 𥰠





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𥰠. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03759





		U+23992 𣦒





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𣦒. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03793





		U+85B9 薹





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 薹. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03798





		U+85B0 薰





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 薰. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03910





		U+27560 𧕠





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𧕠. If any objection, show more evidence.



		03934





		U+887A 衺





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 衺. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04198





		U+281E0 𨇠





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𨇠. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04235





		U+2E733 𮜳





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𮜳. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04244





		U+8264 艤





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 艤. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04305





		U+8FF8 迸





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 迸. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04370





		U+2859C 𨖜





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𨖜. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04378





		U+28794 𨞔





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𨞔. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04397





		U+29C38 𩰸





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𩰸. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04409





		U+4908 䤈





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 䤈. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04419





		U+4BD7 䯗





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 䯗. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04650





		U+9743 靃





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 靃. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04671





		U+979A 鞚





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 鞚. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04691





		U+29452 𩑒





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𩑒. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04696





		U+2784E 𧡎





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𧡎. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04761





		U+984C 題





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 題. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04830





		U+9B1A 鬚





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 鬚. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04838





		U+4C21 䰡





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 䰡. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04852





		U+4C77 䱷





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 䱷. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04863





		U+9C13 鰓





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 鰓. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04944





		U+9E83 麃





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 麃. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04946





		U+2A2D4 𪋔





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 𪋔. If any objection, show more evidence.



		04949





		U+9EA5 麥





		Withdraw:

Corrupt form of 麥. If any objection, show more evidence.
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# IRG Working Set 2017 Version 2.0 (aka IRG N2309) Review by Dr. Ken Lunde (UTC-assigned range: 02551 through 03831)
# Version 2018-08-22
# Overall Comments
Change all instances of U+25AD7 𥫗 , U+2EAE ⺮ (there are only two: 01555 and 03290), and U+E836  (there is only one: 03271) in IDSes to U+7AF9 竹
The following six Plane 3 (Extension G) code points, which are not stable, were detected in seven IDSes and are noted later in this review: U+3015B, U+306AE (now U+306B7), U+30837 (now U+3082C), U+308C6 (now U+308B3), U+309BB (now U+30991) & U+30C5C (now U+30C26)
ROK-submitted characters inconsistently use Radical #140 in their representative glyphs, appearing with either three or four strokes
# Outside UTC-assigned range
01954 (T13-3326) = Change IDS from ⿰氵𰱜 to ⿰氵⿱䒑少 (Note to TCA: The IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, U+30C5C, because it is not stable, and did change)
02127 (T13-3564) = Change IDS from ⿰氵⿱𰅛⿱丶𥐘 to ⿰氵⿱⿹勹八⿱丶𥐘 (Note to TCA: The IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, U+3015B, because it is not stable)
# UTC-assigned range
02512 (KC-07819) = Change IDS from ⿰犭⿱匕匕 to ⿰犭𫧇 (U+2B9C7 𫧇 is in Extension E)
02515 (V-F1DDD) = Change RS from 94.6 to 94.7; Change TS from 9 to 10
02521 (T13-376B) = Change TS from 9 to 10
02523 (GHC-00050) = Unify with 02525 (UTC-03156); Change IDS from ⿳𦣻冖犬 to ⿱&H8-01;犬
02525 (UTC-03156) = Unify with 02523 (GHC-00050)
02531 (V-F0E46) = Change RS from 94.8 to 94.7
02537 (V-F0907) = Change RS from 94.9 to 94.10, and TS from 12 to 13
02544 (T13-3771) = Representative glyph does not match evidence, whose right component looks like 𧥾; if agree, change IDS from ⿰犭⿱亠⿹戈𠮛 to ⿰犭𧥾, RS from 94.10 to 94.11, and TS from 13 to 14
02555 (T13-3774) = The lower-right component matches the evidence, but does not match regional conventions
02565 (T13-377A) = IDS, evidence, and representative glyph do not match; evidence looks like ⿰犭⿱崔乂
02567 (T13-377B) = Change IDS from ⿰犭⿳&D4-04;隹乂 to ⿰犭⿳&D4-04;⿱𠂊⿷匚十乂
02572 (T13-3823) = Change IDS from ⿰犭⿳卝厸隻 to ⿰犭⿱卝⿳厸⿻匚十乂
02574 (T13-3825) = Change IDS from ⿰嘼犮 to ⿰⿱㽞古犮
02575 (T13-3826) = Change IDS from ⿰犭⿱𠔍&Z7-01; to ⿰犭⿳小⿴𠀃十⿲丿⿰三丨⿰三丨
02576 (T13-3827) = Change IDS from ⿰⿸&H6-10;⿱中肖犮 to ⿰⿸&H6-10;⿱⿻中丷⿵冂干犮
02577 (KC-07534) = The evidence includes an additional vertical stroke
02578 (T13-3828) = Change IDS from ⿰犭⿳亠吅隻 to ⿰犭⿳亠吅⿳𠂊⿷匚⿻二丨乂
02581 (V-F0911) = Change RS from 94.20 to 94.21
02582 (V-F1A1C) = Change RS from 94.22 to 94.21
02597 (T13-382E) = Change RS from 96.6 to 96.7; Change TS from 10 to 11
02602 (KC-07287) = Agree with Eiso's Version 1.1 comment in that this looks like two separate characters (五 and 呈)
02612 (GXM-00048) = Change IDS from ⿰王⿲丿米丨 to ⿰王𫂱 (Note to Henry: U+248E9 𤣩 is not used in the IDS database)
02619 (T13-3838) = Change IDS from ⿱玨⿴八久 to ⿱玨⿵八⿰𠂊乚
02620 (GDM-00217) = Change RS from 96.9 to 96.10
02621 (T13-3837) = Change IDS from ⿰王𧆞 to ⿰王 ⿸⿻⿱乛丿王巾
02642 (T13-3843) = Based on 02644 (T13-3842), the representative glyph may be missing a stroke, and its IDS changed from ⿰玉⿻𢆶⿹𭠍夕 to ⿰玉⿻𢆶⿹弋夕
02647 (KC-07542) = The representative glyph does not match the evidence (extra stroke)
02654 (T13-3848) = The IDS still needs to be updated from ⿰王𪪺 to ⿰王寘 in the attributes file per TCA's Version 1.1 comment
02663 (KC-07544) = The upper-right component might be 彐, meaning that the right side should be 彚, not 彙; If so, change representative glyph, and change IDS from ⿰王彙 to ⿰王彚
02669 (T13-384F) = Change IDS from ⿰王窴 to ⿰王⿱穴⿻𦣻&H3-04;
02674 (KC-08362) = The bottom-center component looks like 匸, not 匕, in the evidence; ignoring that, shouldn't the IDS be ⿰王⿱竹卽, not ⿰王節
02677 (T13-3856) = The bottom-right component looks like 史 in the evidence
02679 (KC-07297) = Please provide clearer or additional evidence
02680 (T13-3855) = Change IDS from ⿰𤣩⿱&H6-05; to ⿰𤣩⿱&H6-05;⿱隹乂
02683 (KC-07301) = Please provide clearer or additional evidence
02705 (USAT05677) = Please provide clearer or additional evidence
02710 (UK-10406) = Use 〾甩 as the IDS
02726 (T13-385E) = The enclosed component at the bottom looks like 匸, not 匕, in the evidence
02729 (KC-07555) = Change IDS from ⿳十田云 to ⿱𤰔云
02738 (T13-3865) = Change IDS from ⿱龸𰣆 to ⿱龸⿱一田 (Note to TCA: The IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, U+308C6, because it is not stable, and did change)
02740 (T13-3866) = Could the shape actually be ⿱田⿱爫&H3-04;? If so, change representative glyph, and change IDS from ⿳田一兴 to ⿱田⿱爫&H3-04;
02745 (T13-3868) = Change IDS from ⿰男卑 to ⿰男⿱丿𤰞
02747 (T13-3869) = Change IDS from ⿰田⿱韦口 to ⿰田⿳士⿻𠀄⿱𠃍一口
02752 (V-F06D5) = Please explain why this is not unifiable with U+24CF0 𤳰, because they appear to be unifiable according to UCV #307 and the new unification rules
02759 (T13-386B) = The circled glyph in the evidence looks like U+75A0 疠 (the one at the top of the line clearly has ⿱一力 as the enclosed element)
02766 (T13-386C) = Unify with U+75AB 疫 per UCV #220a, though all of the UCV examples are of disunifications
02775 (T13-386F) = Unify with U+24DA3 𤶣 per UCV #220 (the 𠚤 component is effectively the same as 勹)
02777 (T13-3870) = Unify with 02786 (T13-3871) as minor stroke difference
02779 (GKJ-00007) = Change IDS from ⿸疒⿱虍也 to ⿸疒⿸虍也
02786 (T13-3871) = Unify with 02777 (T13-3870) as minor stroke difference
02788 (T13-3872) = The 月 component matches the evidence, but does not match regional conventions
02796 (T13-3873) = The 月 component matches the evidence, but does not match regional conventions
02799 (GKJ-00008) = Change IDS from ⿸疒⿱𤞣手 to ⿸疒𢵤 (the representative glyph and evidence seem to include 猒, not 𤞣), RS from 104.15 to 104.16, and TS from 20 to 21
02804 (T13-3875) = Change IDS from ⿸癗皿 to ⿸疒⿱雷皿
02814 (V-F1D1E) = Agree with Japan NB's Version 1.1 comment that this is unifiable with U+24F57 𤽗, but only if they are cognate
02818 (T13-387A) = Change IDS from ⿺⿳𣄼卄人帚 to ⿺⿳𣄼⺾𬼂帚 (one of the changed components is Extension F U+2CF02 𬼂); also consider changing the indexing radical, perhaps to #50 巾 (RS = 50.15)
02839 (T13-387D) = Unify with U+76C8 盈 according to new rules, if cognate
02840 (T13-387E) = Unify with U+76C8 盈 according to new rules, if cognate
02844 (T13-3922) = Unify with 02845 (T13-3923) according to new rules, if cognate
02845 (T13-3923) = Unify with 02844 (T13-3922) according to new rules, if cognate
02846 (T13-3925) = Unify with U+6C33 氳 and 02847 (T13-3926) according to new rules, if cognate
02847 (T13-3926) = Unify with U+6C33 氳 and 02846 (T13-3925) according to new rules, if cognate
02848 (T13-3924) = Please provide clearer or additional evidence
02894 (T13-3936) = Change IDS from ⿰目⿱十來 to ⿰目⿻一來
02904 (T13-3937) = Change IDS from ⿰目⿱⿻北了𠮛 to ⿰目⿱⿶北了𠮛
02905 (T13-3938) = Change IDS from ⿰目⿱土㘳 to ⿰目⿳土北圡
02935 (T13-3946) = Please provide clearer or additional evidence
02953 (UTC-03121) = Unify with IRG Working Set 2015 02834 (T13-2F45)
02963 (UK-10630) = Agree with Japan NB's Version 1.1 comment to unify with U+25453 𥑓
02971 (T13-394B) = Change IDS from ⿰石𰚮 to ⿰石⿸己工 (Note to TCA: The IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, U+306AE, because it is not stable, and did change)
02992 (USAT09224) = Change IDS from ⿰石&SAT-P08A; to ⿰石⿱从开
03001 (T13-3952) = Unify with 03020 (T13-3955) according to new rules, if cognate
03007 (T13-3951) = Change IDS from ⿰石𭓩 to ⿰石⿳宀一𡖅
03020 (T13-3955) = Unify with 03001 (T13-3952) according to new rules, if cognate
03025 (T13-3957) = Change IDS from ⿰石⿱⻀豕 to ⿰石⿱⺾豕 (Note to TCA: U+2EC0 ⻀ is not used in the IDS database)
03042 (T13-395B) = Change IDS from ⿶𥓙𢎚 to ⿱⿲木𢎚木⿵大石
03046 (T13-395C) = Change IDS from ⿲石⿱土⿻口大&D7-04; to ⿲石⿱土⿻口大⿱丷𤴓 (Note to TCA: CJK Component D7-04 in IRG N2231R Appendix 4 does not seem to be necessary as it is easily represented with 丷𤴓)
03060 (T13-3961) = Change IDS from ⿰礻𰦻 to ⿰礻⿱𠂉夫 (Note to TCA: The IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, U+309BB, because it is not stable, and did change)
03066 (T13-3969) = Change IDS from ⿰示⿻圭丶 to ⿰示⿱土𡈽
03068 (T13-3966) = The 二 component looks like ⺀ in the evidence? If so, change representative glyph, and change IDS from ⿰示⿷电二 to ⿰示⿷电⺀
03086 (T13-3971) = Is lower-left component 天 or 大?
03090 (UK-10284) = Is lower-right component 大 or 犬?
03091 (T13-3970) = The upper-right component 水 appears to be missing a hook at the bottom of its vertical stroke
03098 (T13-3977) = Change IDS from ⿰示⿳土𠃬口 to ⿰示⿳土⿱⿹⿱𠃍一匚口
03106 (T13-397E) = Change IDS from ⿰示⿸虍𪵨 to ⿰示⿸虍⿱厶氺
03115 (T13-3A24) = Change IDS from ⿰礻⿱面豆 to ⿰礻⿱面⿱口䒑
03116 (T13-3A25) = Change IDS from ⿰礻⿳士𠃬口 to ⿰礻⿳士⿱⿹𠃍工⿷匚⿷匚丨口
03118 (T13-3A26) = Change IDS from ⿰礻⿱⿴𦥑&s2-01; to ⿰礻⿱⿴𦥑⿰丨丨豆
03120 (T13-3A28) = Change IDS from ⿱令禸 to ⿱令⿵冂厶
03121 (T13-3A29) = Change IDS from ⿳𠆳𠚍禸 to ⿳𠆳𠚍⿵冂厶
03132 (UK-10323) = Please provide clearer or additional evidence
03136 (T13-3A2E) = Change IDS from ⿰禾⿱二用 to ⿰禾⿱二𭁠
03137 (UK-10858) = Change RS from 115.7 to 115.8
03143 (T13-3A31) = Change IDS from ⿰禾⿱爫井 to ⿰禾⿱⿱一⺌井
03151 (T13-3A34) = Change IDS from ⿱𥝛𣄼 to ⿱⿰禾犬𣄼
03169 (T13-3A3E) = Change IDS from ⿰禾⿱山？ to ⿰禾⿱山⿰⿱二⿲丶丶丶？
03184 (T13-3A49) = Change IDS from ⿰禾⿱止⿵⿻戊一丑 to ⿰禾⿱止⿻一⿵戊丑
03189 (T13-3A4A) = Change IDS from ⿰⿳禾丑毋⿱出？ to ⿰⿳禾丑毋⿱出⿰丿⿴㔾𬼆
03216 (T13-3A55) = Why not normalize bottom component as 禹?
03217 (KC-07594) = Agree with Eiso's Version 1.1 comment in that the lower-left component does not match the evidence nor ROK's conventions
03219 (T13-3A54) = Change IDS from ⿱穴⿰丬⿱彐又 to ⿱穴⿰⿹丩一⿱彐又
03225 (T13-3A56) = Change IDS from ⿱穴𰠷 to ⿱穴⿰牛未 (Note to TCA: The IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, U+30837, because it is not stable, and did change)
03233 (T13-3A60) = Change IDS from ⿱穴𢬶 to ⿱穴⿰扌⿳彐冖丈
03234 (T13-3A5E) = Change IDS from ⿱穴⿰牜𠬶 to ⿱穴⿰牛⿳彐冖丈
03244 (T13-3A67) = Change IDS from ⿱穴⿰米𥜽 to ⿱穴⿰米⿳⺊𠔿禸
03245 (T13-3A68) = Change IDS from ⿱穴⿰耒𥜽 to ⿱穴⿰耒⿳⺊𠔿冋
03246 (T13-3A69) = Change IDS from ⿳穴廿⿰米𥜽 to ⿳穴廿⿰米⿳⺊𠔿禸
03247 (T13-3A6B) = Unify with U+25A53 𥩓 per UCV #303 and according to new rules, if cognate
03252 (V-F1C91) = Agree with Japan NB's Version 1.1 comment to unify with U+25A90 𥪐
03264 (GZ-0832501) = Please redesign the 才 component so that its horizontal stroke is wider
03267 (T13-3A73) = Change IDS from ⿱竹𠙷 to ⿱竹⿻一山
03271 (GZ-1962404) = Change IDS from ⿱叫 to ⿱竹叫 (Note to China: U+E836  should not be used in IDSes)
03283 (UK-10017) = Unify with 03293 (GKJ-00028); Change IDS from ⿰竹劳 to ⿱竹劳 (Note to Eiso: U+25AD7 𥫗 is not used in the IDS database)
03293 (GKJ-00028) = Unify with 03283 (UK-10017)
03323 (UK-10869) = Please provide clearer or additional evidence
03325 (V-F15F5) = The T/S flag should be set to 1
03332 (T13-3A75) = Please provide clearer or additional evidence
03340 (T13-3A76) = The upper-right component of the 奬 component does not follow regional conventions
03341 (KC-07602) = Change IDS from ⿱竹⿻干⿰言言 to ⿱竹⿶⿰言言干
03349 (T13-3A77) = Change IDS from ⿱⿶凵米戋 to ⿱⿶凵米⿻𫠠一
03356 (T13-3A7A) = Unify with U+6C23 氣 and 03360 (T13-3A78) according to new rules, if cognate
03360 (T13-3A78) = Unify with U+6C23 氣 and 03356 (T13-3A7A) according to new rules, if cognate
03363 (UK-10525) = Change IDS from ⿱？米 to ⿱亦米
03369 (KC-08105) = The lower-right component looks like 𡈽 in the evidence; If so, change representative glyph, change IDS from ⿰米⿱少土 to ⿰米⿱少𡈽, change RS from 119.7 to 119.8, and change TS from 13 to 14
03371 (T13-3A7C) = The third through sixth strokes look like ⺣ in the evidence; If so, change representative glyph, and change IDS from ⿱亦𥸦 to ⿳亠灬𥸦
03388 (USAT08505) = Change IDS from ⿱&SAT-S10A;米 to ⿳日共米
03394 (T13-3B23) = Change IDS from ⿱康米 to ⿸康米, and adjust the representative glyph accordingly, to match the evidence
03400 (T13-3B26) = The third through fifth strokes look like &D3-01; in the evidence; If so, change representative glyph, and change IDS from ⿳⿱亠小囬米 to ⿳⿱亠&D3-01;囬米
03410 (T13-3B2A) = Change IDS from ⿳亠⿱吅囬米 to ⿳⿱亠吅囬米
03420 (V-F1DE5) = In addition to Eiso's Version 1.1 comment about changing the radical from 120 to 120.1, the T/S flag should be set to 1
03431 (USAT06761) = Change IDS from ⿰糸&SAT-P08A; to ⿰糸⿱从开
03437 (T13-3B2D) = Change IDS from ⿱彑⿰米糸 to ⿱⿱𠚤一⿰米糸
03452 (T13-3B2F) = Change IDS from ⿱彑⿰类系 to ⿱⿱𠚤一⿰类系
03456 (USAT06262) = Unify with U+261D5 𦇕, if cognate
03508 (T13-3B34) = Change IDS from ⿳冈皿万 to ⿳冈皿勹
03526 (T13-3B37) = Change IDS from ⿰⿱合羊尺 to ⿰⿱合羊⿱乛⿰丿𡿨
03529 (V-F1AE1) = There is a discrepancy between the representative glyph and evidence with regard to 冝 versus 宜; If so, change representative glyph, change IDS from ⿰美叠 to ⿰美⿱叒宜, change RS from 123.16 to 123.17, and change TS from 22 to 23
03530 (T13-3B3A) = Change IDS from ⿳亡罒⿰𦍤𭂬 to ⿳亡罒⿰𦍤⿵凢二
03532 (T13-3B3B) = Change IDS from ⿱&Z6-01;𠘲 to ⿱⿰彐彐𠘲
03536 (T13-3B3C) = Change IDS from ⿳&Z6-01;𡗓山 to ⿳⿰彐彐𡗓山
03541 (T13-3B3D) = Change IDS from ⿳&Z6-01;一朋 to ⿳⿰彐彐一朋
03553 (T13-3B3F) = Change IDS from ⿱耂⿺∟&S5-06; to ⿱耂⿺𠃊&S5-06; (Note to TCA: U+221F ∟ RIGHT ANGLE should not be used in IDSes when U+200CA 𠃊 is available)
03556 (T13-3B41) = Change IDS from ⿳耂𢑑口 to ⿳耂⿱彐⿷匚一口
03559 (USAT08811) = Change IDS from ⿱？而 to ⿱⿸戶一而
03577 (T13-3B46) = Change IDS from ⿰𠕎𠬝 to ⿰𠕎⿸卩𡿨
03591 (KC-08116) = Change IDS from ⿰月⿵戊臣 to ⿰月𮍏 (U+2E34F 𮍏 is in Extension F)
03608 (V-F04C4) = Change IDS from ⿰膏馬 to ⿰𮌔馬 (U+2E314 𮌔 is in Extension F)
03610 (USAT05622) = Change IDS from &SAT-S06A; to ⿰丿臣
03618 (T13-3B4A) = Change IDS from ⿱⿻𦥔𠔼⿻冂女 to ⿱⿻𦥔𠔼⿲丨女亅
03619 (T13-3B49) = Change IDS from ⿰𫡕&P8-05; to ⿰⿱丿⿻一氺&P8-05;
03622 (T13-3B4B) = Please provide clearer or additional evidence
03623 (T13-3B4C) = Please provide clearer or additional evidence
03639 (T13-3B4E) = Change IDS from ⿱将舟 to ⿱将⿻凢十
03641 (T13-3B51) = The 羽 component does not match regional conventions
03652 (V-F0765) = Agree with Eiso's Version 1.1 comment about the first four strokes needing to be redesigned to match the evidence
03657 (T13-3B54) = Change IDS from ⿱龷⿲丨丿人 to ⿱龷⿲丿丨人
03667 (V-F0830) = Unify with U+2E3A6 𮎦
03677 (V-F085B) = Change IDS from ⿳䒑化十 to ⿱䒑华
03679 (GDM-00140) = Please provide clearer or additional evidence
03681 (GXM-00005) = Change IDS from ⿳艹冖中 to ⿱𫇦中 (agree with Eiso's Version 1.1 comment)
03682 (GXM-00284) = Change IDS from ⿳艹冖见 to ⿱𫇦见 (agree with Eiso's Version 1.1 comment)
03683 (GXM-00346) = Change IDS from ⿳艹冖圡 to ⿱𫇦圡 (agree with Eiso's Version 1.1 comment)
03686 (USAT06146) = Change IDS from ⿱芀⿳一刀一 to ⿱艹⿳刀𬺳一 (U+2CEB3 𬺳 is in Extension F)
03688 (T13-3B56) = Change IDS from ⿱共⿶山丨 to ⿱共⿶凵⿰丨丨; Change RS from 140.7 to 46.7
03691 (T13-3B57) = Change IDS from ⿻首人 to ⿻⿱䒑目人
03704 (USAT05140) = Change IDS from ⿱艹&SAT-S07A; to ⿱艹⿰丨臣
03712 (T13-3B5C) = Change IDS from ⿱㐀𠛧 to ⿱艹⿱一𠛧
03715 (T13-3B5B) = Change IDS from ⿳⻀罒歹 to ⿳艹罒⿱一⿰人丿 (Note to TCA: U+2EC0 ⻀ is not used in the IDS database)
03718 (GXM-00288) = Change IDS from ⿱苞心 to ⿱艹𫹾 (U+2BE7E 𫹾 is in Extension E)
03720 (KC-07635) = Change IDS from ⿳艹旬子 to ⿱艹㝁
03729 (T13-3B5D) = Change IDS from ⿱𦬵米 to ⿱艹⿱廿米
03730 (T13-3B5F) = Change IDS from ⿳⻀⿻北𠮛一 to ⿱艹⿱⿻北𠮛一 (Note to TCA: U+2EC0 ⻀ is not used in the IDS database)
03733 (GKJ-00001 ) = Change IDS from ⿱艹⿱⿴口卄心 to ⿱艹⿱𡆪心
03742 (UK-10052) = Change IDS from ⿱𦮘皿 to ⿱艹⿳乃廾皿
03743 (UK-10104) = Change IDS from ⿳艹⿻⿱尸尸丨廾 to ⿱艹⿱⿻⿱尸尸丨廾
03750 (T13-3B61) = Change IDS from ⿴𦬅⿱去&D3-01; to ⿱艹⿴囗⿱去&D3-01;
03751 (T13-3B62) = Change IDS from ⿱⻀𡈂 to ⿱艹𡈂 (Note to TCA: U+2EC0 ⻀ is not used in the IDS database)
03755 (GXM-00008) = The evidence suggests that the representative glyph should be ⿱艹⿱佳口
03759 (USAT06062) = Change IDS from ⿱龷&SAT-P09A; to ⿱艹⿳一八𥃦
03764 (T13-3B63) = Change IDS from ⿱菆从 to ⿱艹⿱⿸耳𡿨从
03770 (UK-10900) = Please provide clearer or additional evidence
03790 (T13-3B67) = The glyph in the evidence looks like ⿳共土取
03799 (T13-3B68) = Change IDS from ⿳艹𬯁𠔃 to ⿱艹⿱⿰阝𨐌𠔃
03800 (T13-3B6A) = Change IDS from ⿱&S11-01;⿰爿未 to ⿱艹⿳罒冖⿰爿未
03805 (UK-10173) = Change IDS from ⿱艹㣈 to ⿱艹⿰⿳彑𠂊巾⿳彑𠂊巾
03811 (T13-3B6C) = Change IDS from ⿰⿱芯隹𠬝 to ⿰⿱芯隹⿸尸𡿨
03815 (V-F1B17) = Change IDS from ⿱艹𣙺 to ⿱䒑𣙺 (agree with Eiso's Version 1.1 comment)
03817 (T13-3B6D) = Change IDS from ⿳䒑⿲止⿱自&S2-01;巳夂 to ⿱䒑⿱⿲止⿱自⿰丨丨巳夂
03830 (GZ-0702301) = The evidence suggests that the representative glyph should be ⿰⿳艹佳灬着
# Outside UTC-assigned range
03939 (T13-3B75) = Change IDS from ⿰衤𰦻 to ⿰衤⿱𠂉夫 (Note to TCA: The IDS should not reference a Plane 3 [Extension G] code point, U+309BB, because it is not stable, and did change)
04291 (T13-3C3C) = The 辶 component includes an extra dot-like stroke
04301 (T13-3C41) = The 辶 component includes an extra dot-like stroke
04322 (T13-3C47) = The 辶 component includes an extra dot-like stroke
04330 (T13-3C48) = The shape of the 辶 component does not match regional conventions, and the evidence is simply in a diffrent style than the style used for the representative glyphs of the code charts (like the three in Extension E [U+2CA66 𬩦, U+2CA6A 𬩪 & U+2CA6E 𬩮] and the four in IRG Working Set 2015 [04265/T13-3131, 04296/T13-313B, 04292/T13-313A & 04298/T13-313D]); some of the IRG Working Set 2015 evidence, particularly for 04292/T13-313A (see page 469 of IRG N2128) and 04298/T13-313D (see page 472 of IRG N2128), show several existing/encoded ideographs that have this same 辶 style that is in a different style; evidence for 04292/T13-313A (page 469 of IRG N2128) shown below
04340 (T13-3C4C) = The shape of the 辶 component does not match regional conventions, and the evidence is simply in a diffrent style than the style used for the representative glyphs of the code charts (like the three in Extension E [U+2CA66 𬩦, U+2CA6A 𬩪 & U+2CA6E 𬩮] and the four in IRG Working Set 2015 [04265/T13-3131, 04296/T13-313B, 04292/T13-313A & 04298/T13-313D]); some of the IRG Working Set 2015 evidence, particularly for 04292/T13-313A (see page 469 of IRG N2128) and 04298/T13-313D (see page 472 of IRG N2128), show several existing/encoded ideographs that have this same 辶 style that is in a different style; evidence for 04298/T13-313D (page 472 of IRG N2128) shown below
04343 (T13-3C4E) = The shape of the 辶 component does not match regional conventions, and the evidence is simply in a diffrent style than the style used for the representative glyphs of the code charts (like the three in Extension E [U+2CA66 𬩦, U+2CA6A 𬩪 & U+2CA6E 𬩮] and the four in IRG Working Set 2015 [04265/T13-3131, 04296/T13-313B, 04292/T13-313A & 04298/T13-313D]); some of the IRG Working Set 2015 evidence, particularly for 04292/T13-313A (see page 469 of IRG N2128) and 04298/T13-313D (see page 472 of IRG N2128), show several existing/encoded ideographs that have this same 辶 style that is in a different style
04358 (T13-3C51) = The shape of the 辶 component does not match regional conventions, and the evidence is simply in a diffrent style than the style used for the representative glyphs of the code charts (like the three in Extension E [U+2CA66 𬩦, U+2CA6A 𬩪 & U+2CA6E 𬩮] and the four in IRG Working Set 2015 [04265/T13-3131, 04296/T13-313B, 04292/T13-313A & 04298/T13-313D]); some of the IRG Working Set 2015 evidence, particularly for 04292/T13-313A (see page 469 of IRG N2128) and 04298/T13-313D (see page 472 of IRG N2128), show several existing/encoded ideographs that have this same 辶 style that is in a different style
# EOF




